INTRODUCING THE NEW EAU DE TOILETTE

editor’s letter
Ah, spring. A time of green shoots, renewed
energy (especially after what felt like the longest,
windiest, wettest winter ever) – and a time of great
excitement in the perfume world, as we get a real
sense of the coming trends wafting towards us on a
fresh breeze.
‘Green’ fragrances are making a comeback. And many of them contain one of perfumery’s
trickiest ingredients, galbanum: a resin from a fennel-like plant which requires a deft touch
– but can add anything from the merest ‘breath of spring’ to an outdoorsy gust of green,
in a fragrance. On p.10, Suzy Nightingale explores galbanum – and looks at contemporary
fragrances following in the tradition of the great Balmain Vent Vert and Chanel No.19.
It’s also most definitely time for tea, in fragrance. Delicate and lively, crisp or smokey,
tea notes are being used by ‘noses’ as a refreshing alternative to the more traditional
citrus. So in this edition, we’ve turned to a tea expert – Henrietta Lovell of The Rare Tea
Company – to give her verdict on the new harvest of tea scents. What she has to say on
p.18 may well get you thinking about your cuppa – and aroma itself – in a whole new way.
How did you discover your most recent fragrance, by the way? For me, it was via a
Penhaligon’s Scent Profiling Session: much more fun than psychotherapy (I’ve tried that,
too!) But in a reflective hour with my Scent Profiler ’on the couch’ – or in this case, a velvet
button-back chair – I learned quite a lot about myself. I reveal all (well, almost all) on p.14.
One way we know many of you find a new scent ‘love’ is via our Discovery Boxes. Most
recently we’ve launched The Art of Fragrance with Molton Brown – an exploration of that
iconic British brand’s shift into serious perfumery, with a beautiful collection of eaux (see
p.30) – and Exqusite Essences, which showcases some really exciting new perfume houses
alongside launches from heritage brands. (Get a glimpse of it on p.36). Our spring scent
wardrobe is shaping up very nicely indeed, as a result.
Don’t forget to celebrate National Fragrance Day on 21st March. We’d love you to
upload a #smellfie with your favourite perfume – not just on that first day of spring, but
anytime in the calendar fragrance. (There are copies of The Perfume Bible up for grabs –
see p.7). The Perfume Society’s here to celebrate all things fragrant with you – come rain,
come shine, come hail. (And sometimes at this time of year, all of those in a single day.)
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Happy spritzing…
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TALKS GOOD SCeNTS

As tea becomes ‘the new citrus’, in fragrance, who better than Henrietta Lovell
– founder of The Rare Tea Company, and purveyor of the finest teas to some
of the world’s top restaurants – to share her expert insights with Jo Fairley…?

If you’re ever lucky enough to eat at Denmark’s
Noma restaurant – for several years in a row voted ‘world’s
best’ – you might find yourself sipping on a Rare Tea blend,
along with along with some of your 20 or so courses.
Swagger into the Chateau Marmont for an iced tea on
a hot Hollywood afternoon, meanwhile, and you’ll slake
your thirst with an iced Rare Tea, devised specially for
André Balazs’s hostelry. Ditto: you can might have enjoyed
Rare Teas at Fergus Henderson’s St. John, in the City, The
Chiltern Firehouse – or Claridges, where Miss Lovell was
recently enlisted to work with the head chef to give the
afternoon tea menu a ‘makeover’, to complement her very
special infusions.
As Mark Hix observes, ‘This has to be tea at its finest…’
Celebrity fans, meanwhile, have included Angelica
Huston (who declares Rare Tea Company White Silver Tip
‘exquisite’) and Alexander McCall Smith, who was so taken
with both Henrietta and her teas that he actually slipped
both into his novel Corduroy Mansions, with name-checks.
I first encountered The Rare Tea Lady at a tea tasting for
Jo Malone London, six years ago. Chic and neat as a new
pin in a pretty tea dress, wearing a signature slash of scarlet
lipstick, Henrietta Lovell declared herself on a mission: to
‘de-bag’ Britain - introducing us to teas that are a world
away from a stand-your-teaspoon-in-it mug of builder’s. I
have to come clean: since then, not only have we become
the firmest of friends but she’s created for me my very own
blend: known to me as ‘Hercules’ (yes, it’s that strong, and
now available to the rest of the world as ‘Speedy Breakfast’.
She still spends much of her year globe-trotting – with
hand luggage only - trekking up mountains and bumping
down sun-baked dirt tracks to source the tea herself, buying
only the finest tips and leaves from artisans and tea masters

alike. And – importantly – not haggling, either. ‘I believe in
paying farmers what they ask,’ she explains proudly.
Now, in perfumery, as an ingredient, tea is suddenly
centre-stage. In some cases, it offers a fresh alternative – or
complement - to the traditional citrusy introduction, for
perfumers. So The Perfume Society set The Rare Tea Lady
a challenge: to pair some of the tea-infused launches which
have landed on our desks in the past year or two with her
own blends. (And we’ve organised an event, see p.XX,
where you might like to experience a sense-delighting
‘pairing session’, in person.)
As it turned out, this mission wasn’t about finding
the closest ‘match’ – or maybe matcha? – to the actual
scents, all of which advertise tea somewhere in their
fragrance pyramid. Explains Henrietta: ‘When I work on
a tasting menu with a chef, we try to create pairings that
will bring out particular aromas and flavours, rather than
simply echo them.’ With the senses of smell and taste so
inextricably linked, one enhancing enjoyment of the other,
we dispatched a consignment of tea fragrances to The
Rare Tea Company HQ – a sugar cube’s throw from the sofashionable Chiltern Firehouse – where Henrietta sat down
with her team to come up with the perfect pairing.
Fast-forward a week, to our session in The Rare Tea
Company’s top-floor Tasting Room. After something of
a sniffathon, Henrietta used her impeccable palate to
select the perfect blend for each perfume. What she has
to say about tea and fragrance will, we hope, deepen your
appreciation of both. So put the kettle on – and enjoy…
Follow The Rare Tea Lady’s adventures on Instagram: @
raretealady – and read about our tea and perfume pairing
afternoon with her on. p.XX. Find the teas listed here at
rareteacompany.co.uk

Kaffe Fassett
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Henrietta Lovell
Henrietta Lovell – better
known as The Rare Tea
Lady – comes from a
long line of traders and
adventurers, and travels
the world seeking out
rare and precious teas
with which to refresh our
days. She founded The
Rare Tea Company in
2004, and today works
with some of the world’s
top restaurants and
chefs, supplying
bespoke blends (and
ingredients for ‘tea
cocktails’, currently
enjoying favour). For The
Scented Letter,
Henrietta paired her fine
teas with fragrances –
and you can follow what
else she gets up to on
Instagram and Twitter:
@raretealady

Like Henrietta Lovell,
Rachel Safko is
passionate about tea –
and perfume. She’s a
financial journalist and
tea specialist, writing
about everything from
rare Chinese teapots to
Russian samovars, the
Swedish tradition of
taking time for coffee
and cardamom buns, or
the art of scenting
jasmine tea. Some of her
more recent articles have
appeared in New York’s
Edible Manhattan and
Portland’s Fresh Cup
Magazine. She’s been
known to host dreamy
tea soirées in New York
and can be found at:
rachelsafko.com
@rachelsafko

The Scented Letter is produced for The Perfume Society by Perfume Discovery Ltd. All information and prices are correct at
the time of going to press and may no longer be so on the date of publication. © 2016 The Perfume Society All text,
graphics and illustrations in The Scented Letter are protected by UK and International Copyright Laws, and may not be
copied, reprinted, published, translated, hosted or otherwise distributed by any means without explicit permission.
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It’s almost criminal to print a
picture of Kaffe Fassett in
monochrome: his love of
colour is legendary. Kaffe
has written many books on
quilting, knitting and
embroidery, and his
masterclasses are in
demand all around the
globe. His most recent
collaboration is with
Heathcote & Ivory, the
London-based creator of
deliciously fragrant bath,
body and fragrance treats.
kaffefassett.com
heathcote-ivory.com

Thomas Dunckley
Twice recipient of a Jasmine
Award for writing brilliantly
about fragrance, Thomas is
known as ‘The Candy
Perfume Boy’: his muchlauded blog chronicles an
obsession with fragrance
and ‘all things smelly’. A
self-proclaimed ‘perfume
addict’, Thomas’s ‘day job’ is
working in HR. He is also
Fragrance Expert for
premier perfume e-tailer
Escentual.com, and you can
read much more of
Thomas’s writing here:
thecandyperfumeboy.com
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an aromatic life

memories, dreams,
refLecTions
The colourful Kaffe Fassett is a ‘crafter’ extraordinaire: designer, embroiderer,
rug-maker, knitter, mosaic artist and more. And with the launch of his debut
fragrance, The Perfume Society felt it was time he talked scents…

Chai tea

Kaffe’s
fiVe
faVoUriTe
smeLLs

What’s the very first thing you remember smelling?
We lived above the family bakery and the first smell I
remember was of the patisseries.

City, California, and I remember being frightened and
fascinated by these huge, amazing animals. The smell of
them sweating and being washed is very vivid.

When did you realise that scent was really important
to you?
Relatively late, I think - at the age of around 15 or 16,
actually – when I studied wine-tasting and learned all about
the many different ‘notes’ in wine. That made me really
sensitive to scents and truly appreciate my nose.

When did you realise that scent was really important
to you?
To be honest in my early years I was much more visual but
over the decades I’ve become more tuned into scent. I love
it when a beautiful pink (dianthus) or a rose stops me in my
tracks unexpectedly.

The smell that always makes me feel
happy is…
… A carpenter’s studio: I love the idea of a man
rolling up his sleeves and making something utterly
beautiful out of wood, with the smell of those fresh
woodshavings. It’s not a ‘nostalgic’ smell, though; my
parents ran a very successful restaurant in the middle of
bobcat country!
The smell that always makes me feel a bit sad is...
… Really a lack of smell: when there’s an absolutely
stunning rose and there’s no scent: you bend over and
there’s nobody home!

We asked Kaffe to share
some more of his all-time
favourite aromas…
1 CHAI TEA I love the
fusion of cardamom, clove,
cinnamon and ginger, which
reminds me of India.

The fragrance from the past that I’ve always
wanted to smell is…
… the scent of Old Arabia, with all its ancient
perfumes. I love the intensity of going to markets in
Arabian countries, smelling the incense and herbs,
nuts, raisins, fruits, with a sort of undertone of
something rotten. It’s a heady mix, an assault on the
senses, but fabulous, too.

What was the first fragrance you were given?
It’s not very sophisticated but the fragrance I remember
from my childhood is Bay Rum – it was the scent of my
brother, too, and the other men around me wore it, too. I
never really wore fragrance but recently I discovered Le
Labo, who make interesting and unusual fragrances. I
do love the scent of Santa Maria Novella Cologne,
too: I imagine the fresh scent of lemons.
What’s the fragrance you like to smell on
a woman?
My mother had a wonderful fragrance
by Lenthéric called Tweed, which she
absolutely loved. We knew that if we wanted
to please her, we’d buy her a nice, big bottle
of Tweed.

caption in here for all pix caption
in here for all pix caption in here
for all pix

What’s your favourite food smell?
My parents’ restaurant was a very fancy hamburger
joint – called Ambrosia Burger. (How posh were we?)
So I love the aroma of a hamburger. I went for years
without touching one, but every now and then I
have one nowadays: a guilty pleasure.

What’s your favourite scented flower?
An Albertine rose: it has a delicious, almost spicy cinnamon
scent when you get up close and bury your nose in it.

© Jacques PALUT; Andrey Kuzmin; Punto Studio Foto - Fotolia

What’s the very first thing you
remember smelling?
The smell of horses. My
parents had a horse farm
when I was a kid
growing up in Marin

What is the inspiration
for your Achillea
fragrance?
A bouquet by Clare
Emburey (see right) was
the inspiration behind the
design – and we named
it Achillea after the florist.
As for the scent itself,
I wanted it to have the
same sense of delight
you get from smelling a
beautiful rose, but at the
same time to have a kind
of masculinity and almost
a toughness. So the spicy
and citrus notes make it
delicious, without being
too pretty-pretty.
The Achillea Collection won a Gold in the
Pure Beauty Awards 2015, and ranges from £4
for a Scented Sachet to £12 for Hydrate Body
Lotion; the Eau de Toilette Roll-on is priced
£10. (Gorgeous gift kits and make-up bags are
also available.)

2 MY ‘KAFFE FASSETT’
ROSE My dear friend and
collaborator Brandon Mably
had a rose named after me:
a beautiful – which happens
to have a beautiful rich pink
colour and a wonderful
subtle scent.

caption in here for all
pix caption in here
for all pix caption in
here for all pix

3 MY PAINTS I use waterbased paints to paint out the
designs for my patchwork
fabrics. The soft, subtle smell
of the watercolour paint is
very special.
4 MY FLORIST I’ve been
going to Achillea in West
Hampstead (run by Claire
Emburey) for many years
and I love the fresh, green
smell of a florist bursting with
colourful flowers.
5 AFTER AN ENGLISH RAIN
SHOWER In California, rain
can be torrential and go
on for days. Since I came
to English in the early 60s,
I’ve loved the short rainfalls
in summer and how the air
smells so fresh and clean.
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on the scent of news

nosing around
Alongside our round-up of scent news - about people, places and the
psychology of scent - enjoy the first in a new series about legendary ‘noses’

Six of the best

Not one, not two but half a dozen sensational new scents have been unveiled by Thierry Mugler, each a
sublime expression of the perfumer’s art (we’re talking Olivier Polge, pre-Chanel, and Jean-Christophe
Hérault). Each Mugler Les Exceptions creation is also a perfect, classical embodiment of a fragrance family –
Oriental, Chypre, Leather, Floral, Musk and Fougère – but in each case with a surprise, contemporary ‘twist’.
Head to Harrods (where they’re exclusive) – and just tell yourself you’re ‘training your nose’...
£135 for 80ml eau de parfum harrods.com

Teeny
temptations
Set to charm you at first sight, Chloé’s
rose trio is now available in miniature.
Whether you’re a classic Eau de Parfumlover, like to veil yourself in the lighter
Eau de Toilette or long to wrap yourself in
Roses de Chloé, you’ll now find them in the
dinkiest of flacons, sitting pretty with cute
bows in bottles holding 20ml of fragrance –
and lightening the handbag load.
From £30-35

“

Perfume is the most intense form of memory

6 The scented Letter

”

Jean-Paul Guerlain

Take a #smellfie, share a memory
21st March is an important landmark in the perfumista’s
calendar: National Fragrance Day, which celebrates
fragrance and the sense of smell. At The Perfume Society,
we don’t really need an excuse to do that, but we wanted
to share two great ways to join in the festivities.
First up, The Fragrance Foundation would like you to
share your memories of smell: your first fragrance, maybe,
or a particularly nostalgic scent. Check out what everyone
else has written at scentmemories.org, and join the

conversation on Twitter, Facebook or Instagram with the
hasbtag #scentmemories.
And following the success of our own #smellfie
campaign last year, we’d like to invite you to tweet or
Instagram a photo of yourself with a favourite fragrance.
Please also tag #smellfie and either @theperfumesociety
(on Instagram) or @Perfume_Society on Twitter, so we can
find your pix! And we’re offering five signed copies of The
Perfume Bible for our favourite #smellfies…
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on the scent of news

Welcome to ‘Perfume Alley’…

Springtime
spring trips over my windowsill
beckoning
an apple green cloud
bursting with life
on every twig and bough
each new bud
the promise of fragrance
my deadened nose quickens
not snowy downs
or muddy lanes
but everything new
like the house has been spring
cleaned
and every trace of winter
soon to be polished away.
Elly Loyd, a.k.a.
‘The Perfumed Poetess’

© g215; Tom Wang - Fotolia.com. Socks by Boden

Sock it to us
Never throw an odd sock away again,
once it’s lost its partner! We picked up
just the best tip from James Craven of
Les Senteurs on a recent visit to that
shop: when travelling with bottles of
fragrance, he slips them inside socks,
to protect from breakage. We’ve tried
it and it works a dream.
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… That’s what perfume insiders have dubbed Burlington Arcade: a destination
for dandies and society ladies since it opened on 20th March 1819, and
now an absolute must-visit for any scentophile. Hot on the heels of Frederic
Malle Editions de Parfums and Chanel (which were long pre-dated by the
Penhaligon’s boutique, by the way) come two new must-visit stores. Doublefronted, top-to-toe monochrome, By Kilian (at Number 26) showcases his
stunning scented jewels as well as fragrances (every one refillable), while
Number 51 has become the first stand-alone store for Roja Parfums: a temple
to his opulent creations, with Lalique fittings a-go-go. And do remember:
‘Perfume Alley’ leads down towards Fortnum & Mason: finish with a session in
their Fragrance & Beauty space, and you’ll have one happy nose.
Burlington Arcade, 51 Piccadilly, London W1J 0QJ
Burlington

Selfridges

And meanwhile over at Selfridges...
Take a serene stroll through the airy, light-filled new space on the fourth floor:
the Avery Perfume Gallery showcases many favourite brands that simply ooze
cool, from A Lab on Fire to Re Profumo, Blood Concept to Diane Pernet. (Find
it right next to the Tax Free Lounge.) You’ll also find their ceramic ‘animals’:
spritz scent through a hole in the base and these will quietly make your home
smell fabulous. Suddenly, reedsticks are SO last millennium…
Avery Perfume Gallery, 4th Floor, Selfridges, 400 Oxford Street, London W1A 1AB

Can you spritz yourself slim?
Oh, if only… But Prends Moi,
by Velds, sets out to be the
first fragrance ‘to aid weight
loss’, with a scent designed
to suppress the urge to
snack. Spritzed onto pulse
points in the morning and
developed, they claim, using
‘neurocosmetic research’,
Prends Moi promises to trigger
the release of B-endorphins in
the skin. The resulting sense of
contentment and wellbeing is
then alleged to put a halt on
the constant need to nibble.
£18 for 100ml
thefragranceshop.co.uk

a whiff of history

Lives of the great noses:

Ernest Beaux (1881-1961)
Ernest Beaux will always be
remembered as creator of the
ground-breaking Chanel No. 5.
Beaux was born in 1881 in Moscow,
to a French family, immersed in
the perfume industry. His father,
Edouard Beaux, was chief perfumer
at A. Rallet & Co., Russia’s leading
manufacturer of fine perfume, soap
and cosmetics, official supplier to
the Imperial Russian court. In 1898,
young Ernest joined the company
as a lab assistant. After completing
his military service in France he
returned to the company in Moscow,
to work in the perfume division.
By 1907 Beaux had risen to
become senior perfumer. His first
major success was Bouquet de
Napoleon, created in 1912. When
World War One broke out two years
later, Beaux was called up to fight in
the French army and, as a Russian
speaker, was stationed in the
Russian Arctic Circle. This is where
he’s said to have developed a taste
for ‘glacial’ aromas. The rivers and
lakes there gave off an extremely
fresh scent that he was later to
mimic in Chanel No. 5 through the
use of an icy aldehyde.
After the war ended, Beaux
joined his family in Grasse, where
they had fled after the Bolshevik
revolution. Fortunately for them, the
large French perfume house Chiris
had bought Rallet and set it up at La
Bocca, near Cannes. 			

Beaux created 11 successful
perfumes, including No.22, Cuir
de Russie (1924) and Bois des Îles
(1926) for Chanel, all of which are
still on sale. Even his famous more
‘affordable’ fragrance Soir de Paris,
created for Bourjois in 1929, shows
his elegant style.
What is extraordinary is
that Beaux did no sniffing, but
composed perfumes in his head,
writing a formula and knowing just
what the final result would smell like.
‘It is like writing music,’ he told
Time magazine in 1953. ‘Each
component has a definite tonal
value ... I can compose a waltz or a
funeral march.’
By Bethan Cole

Beaux chose to live in Paris, but
maintained close ties to Rallet.
In 1920, he was introduced to
Coco Chanel, by Grand Duke Dimitri
Pavlovitch, then her lover, who knew
Beaux’s reputation from Moscow.
She asked him to create a perfume
for her which would ‘make all other
perfumers jealous’. The fragrance
we all know as Chanel No. 5 was the
fifth of the nine bottles he presented
her with.
Launched in 1921, the thrillingly
new sensation offered an overdose
of those icy aldehydes powering
jasmine, rose and ylang ylang out of
the chic, square bottle.

An early
advertisement
for Chanel No.5

...the rivers and lakes in the Arctic Circle gave off an extremely
fresh scent that he was later to mimic with Chanel No.5

The design progression of that iconic bottle
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albanum...
G
Bitter, wicked, brash and
bracing or redolent of
shady forests, grassy and
soaring: ‘green’ notes
in perfumery can be
tempestuous, chimerical
beasts. One of the most
treasured raw materials
to evoke this is galbanum
- but how many people
actually know what it
is? Senior Writer Suzy
Nightingale investigates

Poetic green…
During our How to Improve
Your Sense of Smell Workshops
[check our EVENTS page,
online] and in the ‘Smelling
Notes’ we include with our
Discovery Boxes, we ask
people to think outside the
box (literally) when it comes
to describing a fragrance or
particular ingredient, focusing,
instead, on the emotional and
artistic paths it leads them down
- including imagining it as a
piece of writing, or a poem.
Many writers have been
inspired by the mysterious
colour green, and the poem
opposite brilliantly evokes
galbanum… But which piece of
poetry might you choose?

10 The scented Letter

Oh, green… We thought the
grey was here forever – just as we
always do, every year. But at this time
in the calendar comes the excitement,
the rising of the sap – and a euphoria
induced simply by looking at limecoloured leaves unfurling. (Rather
wonderfully, that new-green-leaf
obsession is sometimes referred to as
a ‘chlorophyll rush’ by gardeners!)
But trying to introduce a sense
of greenness into a fragrance is
challenging for a perfumer. That
verdant pop of spring buds bursting,
freshly-cut fleshy stalks in a florist’s
shop bleeding life, the insistent
quickening of the blood in all living
things as the sap rises... Green can
brashly thrust or softly beckon,
depending on the perfumer’s artistry.
The ultimate ‘green’ note is
called galbanum. It’s been used for
centuries – millennia, actually, dating
back to Biblical times (see overleaf),
with the ancient Roman and Greeks
also burning galbanum-laden incense
sticks, scenting their baths, adding to
soothing skin balms, and using it as a
personal perfume.
Woody yet alive with the smell
of clean, damp earth and the icily
pure air of a mountain forest,
galbanum essential oil is obtained
via steam distillation of resin from
the umbelliferous (umbrella-shaped)
plant Ferula galbaniflua, native to
Iran, Turkey and some neighbouring
countries, and from a near-relative,
Ferula gummosa. The plant looks a
little like fennel and angelica, with
a starburst of yellow flowers – but
slice the stalk, and out oozes a milky
juice, released by the plant to heal
itself. Air-dried, that juice collects in
‘tears’, ranging from the palest yellow
through to deep, rich red-gold.

Steam distillation is most often
used to transform the resin into a
perfume ingredient – though there’s
also a ‘dry’ distillation process
which produces a wonderful bluetinted oil. Aromatherapists use
galbanum essential oil for bronchitis,
abcesses, stretch marks, stomach
pains and asthma (it sure ‘opens up
the passages’!), as well as to keep
insects at bay. From a psychological
perspective, galbanum is said to work
well for ‘unblocking memories and
removing emotional debris’ - and
it certainly comes as no surprise to
discover that some aromatherapists
use galbanum to treat Seasonal
Affective Disorder: it’s as evocative of
lengthening sunshine hours and the
promise of summer as any essential
oll we can think of. (The usual caveat
about not using oils neat on the skin
applies, of course.)
But with such potency, galbanum
requires the deftest handling by a
‘nose’. Used in overdose the effect
can be a somewhat sour stab – the
smell of a cold, steel knife cutting an
under-ripe apple. In more convivial
amounts it can add space to a
fragrance, edging apart some of the
deeper notes and lending a peculiarly
vibrating buoyancy usually only found
in synthetic accords, as well as being
an excellent and stabilising fixative
in its own right. For outdoorsiness,
there’s really nothing like it.
Galbanum may not be easy to love,
and you rarely hear it raved about
as some other natural ingredients
are – but we urge you to seek out
some scents with varying amounts
of galbanum in and breathe in the
unique and tenacious vivacity it can
lend to a composition. Overleaf, find
just a few of our favourites…

© Morphart - Fotolia.com

it’s not easy being green

Meet Me In The
Green Glen
Love, meet me in the green glen,
Beside the tall elm-tree,
Where the sweetbriar smells so
sweet agen;
There come with me.
Meet me in the green glen.
Meet me at the sunset
Down in the green glen,
Where we’ve often met
By hawthorn-tree and foxes’ den,
Meet me in the green glen.
Meet me in the green glen,
By sweetbriar bushes there;
Meet me by your own sen,
Where the wild thyme blossoms fair.
Meet me in the green glen.
Meet me by the sweetbriar,
By the mole-hill swelling there;
When the west glows like a fire
God’s crimson bed is there.
Meet me in the green glen.
John Clare (1793-1864)

from field to flacon

Balmain Vent Vert A curled-lip sneer
turns to uproarious laughter, settling
to a gentle stroke as the slap’s tingle
slowly fades.

Nishane Boszporusz A posy of white
flowers and sage leaves, tied with
salty ribbons of seaweed. Wideawake and smiling.

Chanel No.19 The sixth-sense
twinge of weather changing, an
immaculate lady’s mood swinging,
regretting nothing.

Estée Lauder Aliage Here’s absinthe
swigged from a vintage teacup, a
tweed jacket borrowed to keep the
chill off a moonlit woodland stroll.

Vent Vert –
the first
wicked green?
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“

Odin Vert Reseda Like rolling down
a clover-strewn hillside by a church
in your best white Sunday dress
while giggling.

Guy Laroche Fidji Golden memories
of a tropical love affair that ended in
tears, with bitter words soothed by
sunshine.

He had that curious
love of green, which in
individuals is always
the sign of a subtle
artistic temperament,
and in nations is said to
denote a laxity, if not a
decadence of morals.

”

Oscar Wilde

Yves Saint Laurent Rive Gauche An
art student’s love letters to professor
contain ill-advised poems, pressed
roses – and a trace of face powder.

© rvika - Fotolia.com

Galbanum’s debut in modern
perfumery is generally held to be
in Pierre Balmain’s Vent Vert - a
groundbreaking, shockingly strident
fragrance by Germaine Cellier, first
shouldering its way into the world
in 1947 and reformulated many
times since, at least in part because
a number of the materials used
by Cellier are no longer available
to modern perfumers. The most
recent reformulation was created
by Nathalie Feisthauer in 1999,
and is generally regarded as the
best (and most faithful to the spirit)
since the original, though with some
concessions to modernity
Perhaps with changing tastes
nothing could ever be so ruthlessly,
purely green again, for Vent Vert
swept in with a massive overdose
of galbanum being used for the
first time – seemingly appearing
in a puff of green almost from
nowhere. Balmain say: ‘Vent Vert,
mythical perfume, embodies the
distinguished elegance which tricks
time and fashion. The nobility of the
galbanum, used in overdose for the
first time in history, delivers with
impertinence, all its fresh and green
density. The alliance of hesperidics
and basil mixed with the delicacy
of a floral heart strengthen this
insolent, amazing, incisive, green
breeze. The dry-drown is textured
by creamy and vibrating woods,
revealing a powerful trail printed
with authenticity and pureness.’

Vilhelm Parfumerie Morning Chess
Comforting memories, shared
laughter, polished wood and
winter air.

Cartier Must de Cartier A mink stole
on a bed of crumpled bank notes,
the cold still clinging, soon warmed
by body heat.

“

And the Lord said unto
Moses, Take unto thee
sweet spices, stacte, and
onycha, and galbanum;
these sweet spices with
pure frankincense:
of each shall there
be a like weight...

”

Exodus 30:34

“

Vero Profumo Mito Tempestuous
Italian affair with lavish kisses, mossy
nooks, creamy flowers, secrets
spilled.

Guerlain Vol de Nuit An aviatrix
dons white ballgown and leather
flying jacket for dramatic, feel-good
entrance to the party of the year.

Parfumerie Générale Bois Blond
Sun-kissed, roll-up-smoking
Land Girl threshes wheat with
attitude.

Le Galion Cologne A meeting of
minds, a shared cigar, the heat of
the day cooled by a cocktail in a
secluded, leafy garden.

As for spices, never
would your nostrils meet
such an odour: bdellium
from Scinde, musk
from Tibet, galbanum
from Khorasan;
from Afghanistan,
asafoetida…

”

Messer Marco Polo by Brian Oswald
Donn-Byrne (1889-1928)

Maison Martin Margiela Untitled
More gin than tonic, large measures
clinked as the sun rises, ice-cubes in
an ashtray as kisses smolder.

Guerlain Aqua Allegoria LaurierRéglisse A shimmering mirage of
orange blossom, fruits dripping juice
against a backdrop of violet haze.

Pierre Balmain Ivoire Freshly
steam-pressed white linen dress,
hands in lace gloves clasped, a
wrist kissed.
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WLTM: a perfect
perfume match
With thousands and
thousands of fragrances
out there, we’ve
sometimes felt a
scented ‘dating agency’
ought to be set up, to
narrow the field. So
Jo Fairley was delighted
to discover Penhaligon’s
‘Scent Profiling’: a very
pleasurable way to find
a fresh scent ‘love’,
for a new season
(or a special event)

The original
Penhaligon’s
store opened
in St. James’s
in 1870
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How did you find your latest
new fragrance? Were you a) guerillasprayed in a department store, did
you b) try a sample from one of The
Perfume Society’s Discovery Boxes,
c) use our online ‘Fragrance Editor’
at perfumesociety.org - or d) spend
a leisurely hour being ‘put on the
couch’ in the most pleasurable way,
by a fragrance expert, while enjoying
a glass of cucumber-laced ice water,
on a velvet chair…?
Of course, b) and c) are pretty
ace ways to discover a scent ‘love’.
But having recently enjoyed a
Penhaligon’s ‘Scent Profiling’ session
at their Covent Garden Piazza
boutique, I’m really rather keen to
extol the virtues of option d), too.
Now, I always maintain: whether
you’re buying for a special occasion
like a wedding or simply for everyday,
perfume shopping isn’t something
to be rushed. It’s worth setting aside
hours for sniffing, spritzing, letting
something settle on the skin. And
personally, I’d rather add to my
wardrobe of fragrances than buy

another new jacket or a pair of shoes
to join the clutter in the bottom of my
wardrobe. (Another major bonus: you
don’t have to take your clothes off to
try on fragrances for size.)
So when an invitation from
Penhaligon’s came to experience
their very personal ‘Scent Profiling’
service, I booked myself in faster than
you can say ‘Bertrand Duchaufour’.
(He’s the maverick perfumer, as
many of you may well know, who
created many of Penhaligon’s recent
intriguing launches.)
In the hushed vault beneath the
boutique, my session began with a
little saunter through Penhaligon’s
history: the house was founded by
William Penhaligon in 1870, whose
debut fragrance, Hammam Bouquet,
was inspired by the Turkish Baths
just along Jermyn Street from his
first boutique. Queen Alexandra
soon went on to became a devotee
of Penhaligon’s, bestowing the first
Royal Warrant on the company in
1903. Today, Penhaligon’s still holds
two long-standing and treasured
Royal Warrants, from HRH The Duke
of Edinburgh (granted 1958) and HRH
The Prince of Wales (1988).
Fast-forward to 2016, though, and
there are now a somewhat noseboggling 35 scents in the collection.
I already knew my winter favourite,
out of the three dozen and odd:
the sublime Iris Prima, by Alberto
Morillas. I bought it after a Perfume
Society event hosted in Edinburgh
by the talented blogger and
photographer, a.k.a. ‘The Silver Fox’
(who Penhaligon’s are lucky to have
running their store there). Iris Prima’s
soft, nuzzleable, enveloping as a
cashmere stole and with a suede-like
sensuality – and when I wear it, I get
a strange sort of excitement, heart
fluttering like marabou feathers in a
mistral. But divine as it is, Iris Prima is
winter-in-a-bottle, to me: all dark

“

Set time aside for scent-shopping. Your nose is
freshest in the morning, and shops are quieter

”

liquid memories

nights, crackling fires and evenings at
the theatre. And what I was looking
for on this sortie was something to
take me into a new, light-drenched
season of promenades and picnics.
My session with my ‘Profiler’,
Nicholas, opened with something
of an on-the-couch moment, in line
with Fragrance Profiling protocol.
What is my favourite fabric? Answer:
linen. Colour? Rose pink, sky blue
and turquoise; can’t really choose
between them. Favourite thing to
drink? Gin & Tonic. Holiday? Wasn’t
always the case, but two weeks on a
sun-lounger not twitching so much as
a muscle (except to throw myself in
the sea) does it for me, nowadays. So
far, so Sigmund Freudian.
What these personality and
lifestyle clues do is help the Profiler
narrow down the list of fragrances
to try – on blotters, initially. The idea
was that I’d have a shortlist of around
half a dozen, proposed by my ‘scentshrink’ based on those insights – likes
and dislikes, personality, background
– and further narrow those down to
be skin-sampled, after sniffing.
His first suggestion was a scent
which was flinty, mineral-like and
almost immediately evoked an
image of standing on a balcony
experiencing an unexpectedly cool
breeze on a warm night in a hot
country. The scent revealed itself to
be Vaara – created by Duchaufour to
conjure up the whole vibe of India,
above and beyond its traditional
spiciness. A definite ‘possible’.
Second, a gin and tonic in a bottle:
Juniper Sling. Now, I already knew I
loved this – but it’s so incredibly lifelike that I can’t wear it. Literally has
me craving a snifter, on days when
I’ve forbidden myself to drink. (I’m
‘dry’ from Sunday to Thursday.) Love
it, love it, love it – but I’m saving it for
when I’m retired.
And so it went on. Blasted Bloom
was another which appealed to me
on the blotter: a coastal walk along a
mossy pathway, with cool roses and
touches of hedgerow berries in there
somewhere. Perfect for a blistering
summer’s day, was my feeling, but
still a touch too chilly for these
brisk mornings. Peoneve, however,
definitely made the shortlist of scents
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“

Personality and lifestyle clues help
the Penhaligon’s Fragrance Profiler to
narrow down the fragrances to try

to be tried on the skin: Olivier Cresp’s
crisp floral, lush with green leaves
and cool touches of violet, armfuls
of peonies and Bulgarian rose, and a
nuzzle-me dry-down of musk, vetiver
and woods.
But here’s the thing: while I
might think I’m pretty familiar with
the range (um, it’s my job), it soon
became apparent that there were
definite lacunae in my knowledge. (I
felt like I sometimes do when walking
along a particular street near where
I live, where I’m constantly ‘noticing’
restaurants that I’m convinced hide
in some kind of parallel now-you-seethem-now-you-don’t universe.) How
had this or that Penhaligon’s treasure
been lurking in their portfolio without
me even clocking it…? Case in point:

”

Zizonia, which had definitely not
been on my radar: a reworking
of a 1907 formula, fusing
cool and warm spices – cardamom
and cumin, ginger and nutmeg –
alongside aromatic lavender, black
pepper and vetiver galore.
And oh, I wanted this on my skin.
I’m a bit of a vetiveraholic, from
way back, always looking for a new
play on this earthy/grassy/damp
ingredient. (Zizonia actually gets
its name from the Latin for vetiver:
Chrysopogon zizanioides – a hint at
the generous dosage within.)
Along with Blasted Bloom and
Vaara, we found a pulse-point on
which to spritz Zizonia – while I
explored the store, allowing them to
begin their journey on my skin.

The 35 sense-drenching
scents to choose from

As fans well know, each
Penhaligon’s boutique is completely
individual – some more contemporary
than others, with this Covent
Garden Piazza store having a wall of
ingredients in glass jars to marvel at
in the basement, alongside treasured
archive bottles, with plumptious
purple velvet button-back upholstery
to sink into and a barley-twist
lacquered table on which the scents
are arrayed for exploration.
After around 15 minutes or so of
pleasurable mooching, the heart
notes had emerged – and I was in
the early stage of a scented love
affair. Wearable as it is, Blasted
Bloom was cast aside. Vaara, likewise
abandoned. Like a good Penhaligon’s
Profiler, however, mine was keen that
I shouldn’t rush head-long into taking
Zizonia home with me. ‘Nobody
minds if you leave the shop without
buying,’ he commented. ‘We know
you’ll come back if it’s true love – and
that’s the most important thing.’ But
like many perfumistas, I was impatient
– and with the base notes (patchouli,
amber, sandalwood) already
smoothing its crisp edges, I knew this
wasn’t about to be a one-night stand.
Chances are, I’d never have
sleuthed Zizonia out for myself. But
as my profiler commented, ‘We are
to perfume what a stylist is to fashion.
Our job is to “fit” you – and maybe
help you find out why something
you’ve walked past a hundred times is
just perfect for you.’
Zizonia truly is. A month in, Zizonia
and I are happy bedfellows. Yet
without my Penhaligon’s matchmaker,
we might never even have met…

SCENT SHOPPING SECRETS
My Penhaligon’s Scent Profiler had
these excellent tips to share with
any perfume-shopper…
l Set time aside. Your nose is
freshest in the morning, and shops
are quieter.
l Always take a bottle of water with
you when shopping for fragrance.
All that sniffing dries you out.
l Shop alone, not with a friend. This
is about you, not them.
l As a first step in the ‘elimination’
process, sniff the cap of the tester
bottle. Often this gives a really
good impression of the whole
fragrance. (NB Penhaligon’s spray
their scent blotters in store a couple
of times a day – but few perfume
shops go to those lengths.)
l Forget everything you’ve ever
heard about using coffee beans to
‘cleanse’ the nose when it’s tired.
Instead, bury your nose in your own
skin – the crook of an elbow is ideal
– to ‘refresh’ it.
l Always labels scent blotters.
And when you apply a ‘possible’
fragrance on your skin, always
write down what you’ve put where.
Professionals use sticky dots on
their skin and write on them to label
what they’re sprayed where, but a
notebook’s a good alternative. Take

some notes as the fragrance evolves
on your skin, too.
l Never allow yourself to be
rushed into making a purchase.
Don’t spray more than six to eight
blotters, in all. Take yourself off
for a cup of coffee and a piece of
cake. (‘Cake’s almost obligatory
when perfume-shopping!’, smiled
my Profiler.) Leave at least half an
hour for the heart notes to develop,
and then spray not more than three
fragrances on the skin. Wait for
several hours before deciding ‘yes’
or ‘no’: it’s the base notes you live
with, and they take time to emerge.

WHERE TO BE SCENT
PROFILED
Visit the Store Locator at
penhaligons.com to find the nearest
boutique, to book your Scent
Profiling appointment.
Don’t forget: a very special
benefit of your Perfume Society
VIP Subscription is that you receive
a generous 15% discount on
fragrance/body/bath purchases at
Penhaligon’s glorious boutiques.
Simply produce your VIP card when
paying at the following stores to
take advantage of this exclusive
privilege: Burlington Arcade; Brook
Street, Mayfair; Regent Street;
Covent Garden Piazza; Wellington
Street, Covent Garden; Islington;
King’s Road, Chelsea; Cambridge;
Chester and Edinburgh.
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the

Rare Tea lady

TALKS GOOD SCENTS

As tea becomes ‘the new citrus’, in fragrance, who better than Henrietta Lovell
– founder of The Rare Tea Company, and purveyor of the finest teas to some
of the world’s top restaurants – to share her expert insights with Jo Fairley…?
Photography: Tom Duke

If you’re ever lucky enough to eat at Denmark’s
Noma restaurant – for several years in a row voted ‘world’s
best’ – you might find yourself sipping on a Rare Tea blend,
along with along with some of your 20 or so courses.
Swagger into the Chateau Marmont for an iced tea on a
hot Hollywood afternoon, meanwhile, and you’ll slake your
thirst with an iced Rare Tea, devised specially for André
Balazs’s hostelry. Ditto: you might have enjoyed Rare Teas
at Fergus Henderson’s St. John, in the City, The Chiltern
Firehouse – or at so-glamorous Claridges, where Miss Lovell
was recently enlisted to work with the head chef to give the
afternoon tea menu a ‘makeover’, to complement her very
special infusions. As Mark Hix observes, ‘This has to be tea
at its finest…’
Celebrity fans, meanwhile, have included Angelica
Huston (who declares Rare Tea Company White Silver Tip
‘exquisite’) and Alexander McCall Smith, who was so taken
with both Henrietta and her teas that he actually slipped
both into his novel Corduroy Mansions, with name-checks.
I first encountered The Rare Tea Lady at a tea tasting for
Jo Malone London, six years ago. Chic and neat as a new
pin in a pretty tea dress, wearing a signature slash of scarlet
lipstick, Henrietta Lovell declared herself on a mission: to
‘de-bag’ Britain – introducing us to teas that are a world
away from a stand-your-teaspoon-in-it mug of builder’s. I
have to come clean: since then, not only have we become
the firmest of friends but she’s created for me my very own
blend: known to me as ‘Hercules’ (yes, it’s that strong), but
now available to the rest of the world as ‘Speedy Breakfast’.
She still spends much of her year globe-trotting – with
hand luggage only – trekking up mountains and bumping
down sun-baked dirt tracks to source the tea herself, buying
only the finest tips and leaves from artisans and tea masters
18 The scented Letter

alike. And – importantly – not haggling, either. ‘I believe in
paying farmers what they ask,’ she explains proudly.
Right now, in perfumery, as an ingredient, tea is suddenly
centre-stage. It’s becoming so popular because it offers
perfumers a fresh alternative – or complement - to the
traditional citrus notes used to open a fragrance. So The
Perfume Society set The Rare Tea Lady a challenge: to
pair some of the tea-infused launches which have landed
on our desks in the past year or two with her own blends.
(And we’ve organised an event where you might like to
experience a sense-delighting ‘pairing session’, in person.)
As it turned out, this mission wasn’t about finding
the closest ‘match’ – or maybe matcha? – to the actual
scents, all of which advertise tea somewhere in their
fragrance pyramid. Explains Henrietta: ‘When I work on
a tasting menu with a chef, we try to create pairings that
will bring out particular aromas and flavours, rather than
simply echo them.’ With the senses of smell and taste so
inextricably linked, one enhancing enjoyment of the other,
we dispatched a consignment of tea fragrances to The
Rare Tea Company HQ – a sugar cube’s throw from the sofashionable Chiltern Firehouse – where Henrietta sat down
with her team to come up with the perfect pairing.
Fast-forward a week, to our session in The Rare Tea
Company’s top-floor Tasting Room. After something of
a sniffathon, Henrietta used her impeccable palate to
select the perfect blend for each perfume. What she has
to say about tea and fragrance will, we hope, deepen your
appreciation of both. So put the kettle on – and enjoy…
Follow The Rare Tea Lady’s adventures on Instagram:
@raretealady – and read about our tea and perfume pairing
afternoon with her on. p.35. Find the teas listed here at:
rareteacompany.co.uk
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Bulgari au Thé Vert
This shareable Colognestyle scent kicked off the
tea trend, way back in
1992. ‘It’s fresh, clean, with
lots of citrus notes – but
if you tried to drink green
tea alongside it, the tea
would be completely
overpowered,’ explains
Henrietta. ‘Instead, I’ve
chosen Satemwa Spearmint
Tea. This African spearmint
is deep and elegant and
soft, not toothpaste-y at all,
and would sit really well with
the punchy citrus, giving it
an elegant background.’

Terry de Gunzburg Thé Glacé

Atelier Cologne
Oolang Infini
‘This is an incredibly
complex and nuanced
scent - needing something
soft, subtle and elegant to
work beside it. I aim for an
intriguing contrast rather
than competition, so I put
it alongside a light, White
Silver Tip Tea – which has
aromas of freshly-cut grass
and hay, and a vague hint
of peach: a completely
heavenly combo, from what
is the “champagne” region
of white teas in China. I
drink this every morning.’
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‘This smells just like California: wonderful citrus
sunshine, deep palm tree shadows in the late afternoon,
with warmth in the air, a hummingbird... But there’s a
sweetness, too – and it needs a little tang, to contrast with
it. Although it’s called “Thé Glacé”, I’d drink this with a
warm – not hot – tea: my bespoke blend for The Chateau
Marmont. Americans don’t want sweet iced tea any more,
so I created something with an amazing anise mint that I
import from Mexico, blended with lemon-y herbs.’

Bulgari au Thé Rouge
‘When you look closely at tea leaves, they’re actually quite
red – as is the infusion itself: a sort of orange-red if it’s the
good stuff (as opposed to the industrial teabag brown-y
grey). In China they call it “red” not black tea. Ironically,
Thé Rouge actually smells like it has black tea in it – like
a good Darjeeling. In this case, I’d actually match it to a
black tea – but something extraordinary, not “everyday”:
Rare Tea Company Cloud Tea, from a tiny tea garden in
the forest region of Meghalaya known as the “Abode of
Clouds”. You get these beautiful floral notes with a warm
chocolate undertone which would bring out the depth of this
intriguing fragrance, as you sip.’

Bohdidharma
Black Lapsang

Creed Mountain
Silver Water

Creed Asian
Green Tea

Penhaligon’s
Malabah

‘This is where I tear up the
rule book and put smoke
with smoke. A genuine
Lapsang is very different to
high street smoked teas,
which use a flavouring rather
like smokey bacon crisps.
Ours is smoked with pine
wood – and you get a lovely
caramel taste, with elegant
smoking on top. I’d go the
whole hog: wear the scent
and drink that tea, following
it with a smokey whiskey –
Lagavulin – by a smoking
wood fire, in candlelight!’

‘This has a milky sweetness
on the skin – so it needs
something elegant, smokey
and masculine behind it.
There’s actually a smoke
note in Mountain Silver
Water, but to bring it out I’d
suggest a Keemun tea. This
is a good, old-fashioned
black Chinese tea made in
a wok over a charcoal fire:
it’s not tarrily smokey like
Lapsang, but it happens to
pick up some smokiness,
giving a masculine, almost
tweedy undertone.’

‘In the same spirit as Bulgari
au Thé Vert, this also offers
bright, clean citruses – but
slightly softer:: an elegant,
balanced gentleman’s scent.
It has a touch of mint in it, to
me – but that would be too
obvious a pairing here. What
I’d drink alongside it to
bring out those citrus notes
would be lemon verbena –
a herb which is deliciously
citrusy but with no acidity;
we get ours from Provence
and this would be a fabulous
scent and tea association.’

‘This is quite a heady,
heavy scent, spicy, deep,
pungent and sweet - so I
think it needs a bit of tannic
“depth”. What seems
perfect is to pair this with a
really good Earl Grey: quite
light and elegant, made with
real bergamot from Calabria,
rather than using a synthetic
flavouring as so many Earl
Greys do. Malabah does
have a little bergamot in the
top notes – not dominating,
not overpowering – and this
really accents that.’

Annick Goutal L’Ile
au Thé

Yu-Son

‘This really does have a very
recognisable tea note of
a beautiful, hand-crafted
oolong. To complement this
I’d go for our Jasmine Silver
Tip, which is made from
only the leaf buds, with their
silvery, downy hairs. These
are layered with jasmine
blossoms; the hairs “trap”
the jasmine scent while they
spend the night together in
a humid, closed room; this is
is repeated for six nights so
you end up with a scented
rather than a flavoured tea.’

‘Love this - but it reminds
me of my mother’s favourite
scent, Ma Griffe, her makeup, even a touch of her
hairspray. So I did what I do
when I’m confused pairing
tea for a famous chef: go
for a tea that works across
the board – savoury, sweet,
everything. An oolong
China tea does that – here,
I’ve chosen Iron Goddess
of Mercy Oolong, which is
astoundingly versatile; it
brings out the florals and the
fruitiness, but at the same
time has its own personality.’

Bulgari au Thé Bleu
‘This manages to be pretty, but with musky and
spicy notes that you don’t usually associate with
“prettiness”: touches of lavender – and I can
definitely smell cloves and cinnamon and ginger. Tea
note-wise, Au Thé Bleu is said to be an oolong – but
that’s a huge family. What I thought would bring
this out best is an orange blossom tea that I’ve just
found – the same blooms they make orange flower
water out of. Enjoyed as an infusion, it tastes like hot
orange water and is utterly divine. Its softness, with
subtle citrus, provides the perfect balance here.’
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TEA AND PERFUME: A LOVE AFFAIR
Rachel Safko – who specialises in
writing about tea and perfumes
– looks at how their histories and
cultures are entwined, and share
some favourite scented brews
The virtues of tea have been extolled
throughout history, from Zen masters
to Hollywood starlets like Marlene
Dietrich, who once observed that
‘world-peace conferences would run
more smoothly if a nice cup of tea, or
indeed, a samovar were available at
the proper time.’
The pleasures of tea emanate
from aroma as well as taste, calling
up a sense of terroir, faraway places
and in some cases, long-forgotten
impressions. Let’s not forget the
watershed moment in Proust’s
Remembrance of Things Past, when
the first wafts (and tiny bites) of a teasoaked madeleine unleash a wellspring
of memories, worthy of 3,000 pages.
The comforting yet mysterious
appeal of tea has enraptured perfume
makers for decades: Jean-Claude
Ellena, Hermès’s in-house perfumer,
created the legendary Au Thé Vert for
Bulgari in the early 1990s, inspired by
visits to the famed Parisian tea house
Mariage Frères, where he and his
wife went to smell every canister of
their intoxicating teas. He didn’t use
actual tea, but was looking to create
an ethereal scent that captured its je
ne sais quoi, using ionones to evoke
violets. However, quite a few perfumers
do use genuine tea absolutes these
days to channel the magic of fresh
leaves or their resulting brew.
A brand-new crop of tea fragrances
has emerged in recent years – from

“

The Rare Tea Lady’s rarest teacups

those offering hints of warming chai
to spring-like greens and fresh whites.
Many perfumers use black tea to help
imbue a down-to-earth complexity
and depth to fragrance, or smokey
intensity. Californian-based natural
perfumer Mandy Aftel’s seamlessly
blended Vanilla Smoke exudes a
jazz-like energy from earthy Lapsang
Souchong wrapped in a cloud of
honey, while Le Labo’s Thé Noir 29
ventures into tobacco-laced back
rooms and the decadent days of old
Hollywood cocktails.
Among other new releases, Miller
Harris’s Tea Tonique starts off with
Italian citrus, then fades into black
tea, leathery birch tar and maté (a
tea-like herbal infusion native to Latin
America and commonly sipped from
a gourd). Green tea tends to embody

The comforting, yet mysterious, appeal of tea
has enraptured perfume makers for decades

Teacup heaven
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the freshness of spring or summer - not
unlike many citruses but arguably a bit
more vegetal. The storied House of
Creed, founded in 1760 and famous
for being the official perfume supplier
to Queen Victoria’s royal court, offers
the crisp Asian Green Tea as well
as the sparkling Silver Mountain
Water – which are ‘paired’ on the
preceding pages, as is Annick Goutal’s
L’Île au Thé. Inspired by memories
of a volcanic island off the coast of
South Korea, this appeared on many
‘favorite’ lists after its launch last year,
enveloping perfume-lovers in puffs of
aromatic green tea and white musk.
Bulgari’s Au Thé Blanc—a floral
scent with white tea offers a softer
variation of the groundbreaking Au Thé
Vert. Fragile Violet (from US perfume
house EB Florals), developed by longtime Hollywood florist Eric Buterbaugh,
is a modern twist on Victorian-era
violet perfumes: it’s a creamy, slight
musky scent that balances the allure of
powdery violets with the fresh, delicate
earthiness of white tea.
Thousands of different tea varietals
exist in the world today, offering
myriad possibilities for fragrance
enthusiasts and tea-lovers alike. And
as far as I’m concerned, long may this
trend in perfumery keep brewing…
Read more of Rachel’s writings at:
sensibilitea.co
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27 Avery Row, London W1K 4AY
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scented
spas
a divine

lie back and think of ylang ylang

indulgence

Given as a special treat to a loved one or cherished as a moment of blissful luxury for
ourselves, the effects of a spa treatment can last long after the exfoliating scrubs and
moisturising unguents have been washed away – and a huge part of that relaxation
process is down to the scents of the products used

Aware of this, many spas are now focusing on the
importance of the fragrance experienced as part of the
process – delivering a transformation akin to a butterfly
emerging from a scaly cocoon of winter glums. If the
very thought of exposing your pasty, sun-starved flesh at
this time of year gives you the shivers, let us tempt you
forth into a world of fragrant delights with the following
sublimely-scented facials and massages...

rejuvenated, we floated to the relaxation lounge for fresh
fruit and tea – and didn’t ever want to leave... PS
The Ultimate Aromatherapy Experience from £106
0207-841 3578/marriott.com

Elemis Penthouse

St Pancras Renaissance Hotel

St Pancras Renaissance Spa
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House of Elemis
That extra glass of wine, the second piece of cake and the
shoes that go with absolutely nothing you own… there’s
always room for a little extra self-indulgence, and the
scientists behind spa and skincare experts Elemis have
created a subtly scented floral massage for just one of those
‘me’ days. Newly renovated, and just off Bond Street, House
of Elemis seems worlds away from the city once you step
inside (though many, many spas around the UK also offer
their treatments). In this so-British treatment, rose, camellia
and poppy seed oils hydrate and moisturise the skin while
your therapist uses light fluid movements and encourages
breathing techniques to help your mind and body unwind
as you breathe in the delicious scents. A little bit of bucolic
bliss, in the city. PS
Garden Of England Rose Restore Massage from £105
0207-499 4995/elemis.com

© naluwan - Fotolia.com

Tucked unassumingly within the breathtaking St Pancras
Hotel sits a haven, warm and inviting from the moment
you step out of the lift. Dressed in the fluffiest robe and
slippers known to spa-kind, your therapist will choose
three aromatherapy oils for you to smell, based on the
information you provide on your consultation form. Here’s
the theory: that your body will respond most strongly to
the oil best suited to your emotional and physical needs.
As it turns out our bodies decided enough was enough
and cried for some de-stressing, no doubt stemming from
a life of poor posture and heavy handbags. The essential
oils, paired with Swedish massage techniques, soothed
muscle tension and relaxed the mind. Feeling serene and
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Dorchester Spa

NEOM Organics

Brown’s Hotel Spa

Slaley Hall

Lush Spa

The Spa at Alfred Dunhill
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lie back and think of ylang ylang

Dorchester Spa
There’s something about a plush carpet underfoot to
immediately put you at your ease and feel this is the life
you really deserve – and with opulence abounding at The
Dorchester Hotel, the spa does just that. Carol Joy London
treatments are also available at select spas around the
country, using professional-grade aromatherapy massage
oils blended with therapeutic fragrant ingredients from
around the world. We experienced the special Inhalation
sequence, using rose absolute and mandarin essential oils
to soothe away any residual stress – and with a full face,
neck and shoulder massage we felt plumped, lifted and
ready to face the world once more. SN
Carol Joy London Signature Treatment from £130
020 7319-7109/caroljoylondon.com

Brown’s Hotel Spa
There is no pleasure without a little pain, sometimes – but
trust us: body-brushing actually turns out to be delightfully
invigorating. The luxurious Rose Indulgence Body
Treatment from all-natural Cornish skincare brand Spiezia
is specifically designed to use that flower’s precious oil at
every stage, to soften and hydrate, following the gentle
skin brushing. (Which brilliantly makes you feel alive again
after a winter of over-indulgence and neglect.) Located in
this luxe Mayfair Hotel, it’s somewhere to head for before
a special occasion to get that all-over glow – and the 50
minute treatment culminates in a soothing head massage
that had us closing our eyes while smiling contentedly,
breathing in that heady scent – and dreaming of running
through a rose garden in a gauzy gown. SN
Speizia Rose Indulgence Body Treatment £100
020-7518 4009/roccofortehotels.com

Neom Organics
Definitely one for someone who follows their nose: the
Sensorial Spa treatment begins with a questionnaire to
assess wellbeing, covering stress, energy, exhaustion and
mood. Blind-sniffing four fragrant candles, we were then
asked to pick one we felt instinctively attracted to – and
Neom Sleep Treatment ‘won’, whereupon the treatment
room was deeply scented with their Tranquillity blend
of 19 essential oils including lavender, sweet basil and
jasmine. Meditation techniques were followed by drizzles
of the Intensive Skin Treatment Candle’s warm oil, with the
very same scent spritzed into the air. Via a combination of
techniques found in shiatsu, reflexology, Thai massage and
cranio-therapy, we were in a state of sheer tranquillity, and
later slept like a baby. Job done, Neom. JF
Neom Organics Wellbeing Treatment from £75
020-8947 9776/neomorganics.com

“

...your body will respond
most strongly to the oil best
suited to your emotional and
physical needs

”

Slaley Hall
The journey alone from Newcastle to Slaley Hall is an act
of relaxation: mind and body unwind with every minute
of the 40 it takes. Once there, The Detox Spa Package is
a head-to-toe treatment designed to relieve stress from
every single inch of you. Your therapist uses cleansing
milk, refining skin polish, pro-serum, mask, moisturiser
and an utterly gorgeous mandarin lip balm, with hints
of pomegranate. The body is also brushed lightly to
smooth and tone, with a detoxifying body oil and a salt
scrub applied to soften and refresh. A mineral-rich red
clay, watercress and apricot hair is also mud slathered on
to stimulate circulation and promote healthy gloss. The
result? A newly-relaxed and scented you, poised to return –
content and grateful – to reality. DD
Divine Detox Spa Package £69
01434-6733/qhotels.co.uk

The Spa at Alfred Dunhill
In the heart of Mayfair is a house rich in history…. Once
home to the Duke of Westminster (where he wooed
Coco Chanel, no less), Bourdon House is now home
to the Dunhill flagship store and Spa: a place of sheer
male indulgence where any gentleman should feel right
at home. (There’s even a barber on-site.) Among deep,
varnished woods and leather-bound books there are just
three chairs, making every wet shave or trim an intimate
affair. The relaxing 60-minute Detox facial uses an intensive
lavender-scented face and eye treatment (makes us think
of fabulously old-school Colognes) which rejuvenates and
plumps, leaving skin reinvigorated and radiant. Afterwards?
Pop down to The Cellar Bar for a well-deserved Old
Fashioned. (NB Women’s treatments are also available.) WP
Men’s Detox Facial £80
020-7853 4440/dunhill.com

Lush Spa
Truly a treatment for body, mind and soul, the Planets is a
three-hour session which looks at your past, present and
future. Your chosen ‘Planet card’ tailors the treatment within
a star-speckled room, the first phase beginning with an
uplifting full body massage using grapefruit and lemon.
After sipping a fragrant tea your palm is read, hands and
arms massaged with peppermint and cedar-scented bars
and blissfully followed by an hour-long rose facial where
troubles are lifted and your skin feels wholly renewed. The
whole multi-dimensional experience is conducted to a
piece of ethereal music composed for the treatment. And
when it’s all done? You’ll float on air all the way back to
planet Earth... CP-F
Lush Spa The Planets Treatment £285
lush.com
PS We experienced this treatment at Lush Spa Oxford
Street but they have venues in Poole, Edinburgh, Kingston,
Bath, Liverpool and Leeds)
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an aromatic life

memories, dreams,
reflections
The colourful Kaffe Fassett is a ‘crafter’ extraordinaire: designer, embroiderer,
rug-maker, knitter, mosaic artist and more. And with the launch of his debut
fragrance, The Perfume Society felt it was time Kaffe talked scents

What’s the very first thing you remember smelling?
We lived above the family bakery and the first smell I
remember was of the patisseries.

City, California, and I remember being frightened and
fascinated by these huge, amazing animals. The smell of
them sweating and being washed is very vivid.

When did you realise that scent was really important
to you?
Relatively late, I think – at the age of around 15 or 16,
actually – when I studied wine-tasting and learned all about
the many different ‘notes’ in wine. That made me really
sensitive to scents and truly appreciate my nose.

When did you realise that scent was really important
to you?
To be honest in my early years I was much more visual
but over the decades I’ve become increasingly tuned into
scent. I love it when a beautiful pink (Dianthus) or a rose
stops me in my tracks unexpectedly.

What’s the very first thing you
remember smelling?
The smell of horses. My
parents had a horse farm
when I was a kid
growing up in Marin

What’s your favourite scented flower?
An Albertine rose: it has a delicious, almost spicy cinnamon
scent when you get up close and bury your nose in it.
What was the first fragrance you were given?
It’s not very sophisticated but the fragrance I remember
from my childhood is Bay Rum – it was also the scent of my
brother, and the other men around me wore it, too. I never
really wore fragrance but recently I discovered Le Labo,
who make interesting and unusual fragrances. I also
love the scent of Santa Maria Novella Cologne: I
imagine the fresh scent of lemons.
What’s the fragrance you like to smell on
a woman?
My mother had a wonderful fragrance
by Lenthéric called Tweed, which she
absolutely loved. We knew that if we wanted
to please her, we’d buy her a nice, big bottle
of Tweed.
The smell that always makes me feel
happy is…
… A carpenter’s studio: I love the idea of a man
rolling up his sleeves and making something utterly
beautiful out of wood, with the smell of those fresh
woodshavings. It’s not a ‘nostalgic’ smell, though; my
parents ran a very successful restaurant in the middle of
bobcat country!

The hot pink Kaffe Fassett rose;
Albertine rose; Santa Maria
Novella Cologne and an ad for
Kaffe’s mother’s favourite scent
28 The scented Letter

The smell that always makes me feel a bit sad is...
… Really a lack of smell: when there’s an absolutely
stunning rose and there’s no scent – you bend over and
there’s nobody home!

KAFFE’S
FIVE
FAVOURITE
SMELLS

What’s your favourite food smell?
My parents’ restaurant was a very fancy hamburger
joint – called Ambrosia Burger. (How posh were we?)
So I love the aroma of a hamburger. I went for years
without touching one, but occasionally nowadays I
have one: a guilty pleasure.

We asked Kaffe to share
some more of his all-time
favourite aromas…
1 CHAI TEA I love the
fusion of cardamom, clove,
cinnamon and ginger, which
reminds me of India.

© grafikplusfoto; lilechka75 - Fotolia.com

The fragrance from the past that I’ve always
wanted to smell is…
… the scent of Old Arabia, with all its ancient
perfumes. I love the intensity of going to markets in
Arabian countries, smelling the incense and herbs,
nuts, raisins, fruits, with a sort of undertone of
something rotten. It’s a heady mix, an assault on the
senses, but fabulous, too.
What is the inspiration
for your Achillea
fragrance?
A bouquet by Clare
Emburey (see panel
right) was the inspiration
behind the design – and
we named it Achillea
after her shop. I wanted
the scent to offer the
same sense of delight
you get from smelling a
beautiful rose, but at the
same time to have almost
a toughness. So the spicy
and citrus notes make it
delicious, without being
too pretty-pretty.
The Achillea Collection won a Gold in the
Pure Beauty Awards 2015, and ranges from £4
for a Scented Sachet to £12 for Hydrate Body
Lotion; the Eau de Toilette Roll-on is priced
£10. (Gorgeous gift kits and make-up bags are
also available.)
kaffefassettfragrance.com

2 MY ‘KAFFE FASSETT’
ROSE My dear friend and
collaborator Brandon Mably
had a rose named after me:
a beautiful bloom which
happens to have a beautiful
rich pink colour and a
wonderful scent.

The Fassett men’s
scent, Bay Rum,
above; awardwinning Achillea
(from the body
range) below

3 MY PAINTS I use waterbased paints to paint out the
designs for my patchwork
fabrics. The soft, subtle smell
of the watercolour paint is
very special.
4 MY FLORIST I’ve been
going to Achillea in West
Hampstead (run by Claire
Emburey) for many years
and I love the fresh, green
smell of a florist bursting with
colourful flowers.
5 AFTER AN ENGLISH RAIN
SHOWER In California, rain
can be torrential and go
on for days. Since I came
to English in the early 60s,
I’ve loved the short rainfalls
in summer and how the air
smells so fresh and clean.
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the fine art of

fragrance
Molton Brown showcase stunning ingredients – expertly blended by
some of the world’s leading noses – in their Eau de Toilette collection

We remember the moment when we first heard the name
‘Molton Brown’ – or rather, read it in the pages of Vogue,
back in 1970. The hairdressing salon on London’s so-groovy
South Molton Street rapidly became a mecca for girls
about town who wanted a more ‘natural’ look, at a time
when geometric cuts and/or perms were the order of the
fashionable day.
Looking back, it was a hot-bed of talent. Kerry Warn –
now a John Frieda stylist known for his catwalk/editorial/
film work (including ‘Moulin Rouge’ and ‘The Great Gatsby’)
worked there. So, too, did Sam McKnight, renowned
for becoming stylist-to-the-supermodels in the 80s, a
hairdresser who’s gone on to coif more glossy magazine
covers than almost anyone we can name, and is a fixture
backstage at Chanel. And a little snippet of trivia: there’s
another famous name associated with Molton Brown:
Liz Earle was the ‘house model’, long before a signature
skincare range was a twinkle in her own eye.
Molton Brown had been founded by Caroline Burstein
and her hairdresser husband Michael Collis, just up the
(so-groovy) street from her parents’ fashion retailer, Browns,
which was just a year old. (Hence the hybrid name.) It
felt as if soon, half of London was making a bee-line to
South Molton Street to snap up the sprigged shower gels,
shampoos, conditioners and bath oils. (Which in the early
days were produced on the kitchen table of a 16th Century
Hertfordshire cottage, it turns out.)
Right from the start, gorgeous smells were intrinsically
part of Molton Brown’s allure. Since then, many of us have
enjoyed slathering ourselves with beautiful bodycare –

including ‘cult’ blends like Orange & Bergamot (formerly
known as ‘Naran Ji’), Re-Charge Black Pepper and YlangYlang. Some of us have made our first acquaintance with
the brand via one of the hotels/cruise ships in 65 countries
around the globe which make us feel that bit more
welcome by offering downsized Molton Brown products.)
More recently, though, Molton Brown – aware of the
growing interest in ingredients, and haute perfumery – set
out to work with some of the world’s leading noses to
create a collection which puts different fragrance elements
in the scented spotlight.
To celebrate these fragrances, they commissioned
stunning photographic visuals to showcase the ingredients
– including this extraordinary ‘bottle chandelier’, see left.
(Which would be quite a talking point in the hall, we can’t
help thinking!)
Overleaf, you can enjoy a selection of six other amazing
ingredient visuals, alongside insights from the perfumers
who worked on the fragrances. They also explain why
certain notes are used, and how each brings something
unique and special to the perfume note ‘pyramid’.
And in the ‘The Fine Art of Fragrance with Molton
Brown’ Discovery Box, available on perfumesociety.org, you
can discover the eight eaux which have been launched to
date – and try them for yourself. You’ll find our signature
‘Smelling Notes’ for this collection online: perfect for
deepening your appreciation of the fragrances, but also for
anyone who’s currently undergoing their ‘How to Improve
Your Sense of Smell’ training, after taking part in one of our
very popular workshops around the country.

Prepare to have
your senses dazzled
The ‘Explore the Fine Art of Molton Brown Fragrance Discovery Box’ is
available from SHOP on our website perfumesociety.org, priced £10
(£12.50 to non-VIPs). Inside, you’ll also find a voucher entitling you to a
£10 discount on your chosen Molton Brown eau de toilette from the box,
when shopping at a Molton Brown store. What’s not to love about that…?
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events

RSVP

We’re working on an exciting programme of events around the
country for spring – so do keep an eye on perfumesociety.org/
events for new updates. (Log in to the website to book for any of
the events listed here, too.)

AN AFTERNOON OF TEA AND SCENT PAIRING

with the The Rare Tea lady

DATE: Friday 13th May 2016, 5.30 – 7 p.m.
VENUE: Rare Tea Company Marylebone Tasting Rooms, London
Join us for a delicious afternoon of tea
and scent pairing with the ‘Rare Tea
Lady’, Henrietta Lovell. We’ll be sipping
interesting tea blends, smelling perfumes
that echo their notes and hearing the
scented stories that accompany these.
There’ll even be a tea-based cocktail to
send you off into your Friday evening
enlivened and refreshed, ready for the
weekend. Tickets are £20 to subscribers
and their guests – and you’ll take home
a 25g tin of fine tea from the Rare Tea
Co. We think you’ll also leave with a new
appreciation for tea, and a fresh way of
looking at scent.

EXPLORE LILY OF THE VALLEY & STAR ANISE
with Molton Brown
DATES: Thursday 24th March 2016, 7 – 9 p.m. (Covent Garden)
Wednesday 23rd March 2016, 6 – 8 p.m. (Glasgow)
Thursday 24th March 2016, 6 – 8 p.m. (Cheltenham)
VENUES: Molton Brown
Molton Brown invite you to follow the journey of their new fragrance,
Dewy Lily of the Valley & Star Anise, from creation to completion.
Via their in-store ‘fragrance box’ of scented delights, you’ll smell the
essential oils used to create the fragrance, touch the raw ingredients it’s
composed of and then spritz and sniff the final product. Molton Brown
are hosting three of these events regionally; tickets are free to this event
but you will need to call your preferred Molton Brown store to reserve
your space. Glasgow/0141-248 9288; Covent Garden/020-7240 8383;
Cheltenham 01242-256272

✷
&

Courses

work
Learn the
shops
Art of
Fragrance
Combining™
with Jo Malone London

DATE: Tuesday 26th April
2016, 6 -7 p.m. or 7 -8 p.m.
VENUE: Jo Malone London,
101 Regent Street, London,
W1B 4EZ
Join us for an evening of
Fragrance Combining™
with Jo Malone London.
Fragrance expert Frankie
Abbott will be giving
personal consultations and
a demonstration on the art
of Fragrance Combining™
to our subscribers. After
discovering your bespoke
scent you’ll be invited
for a Hand and Arm
massage with your chosen
fragrances. Tickets are £20
to subscribers and their
guests – fully redeemable
against Jo Malone London
purchases made on the
evening. We look forward
to seeing you there!

NB At time of going to press, there was availability for all the events above. We apologise if all spaces have been filled since then, and
encourage you to revisit the EVENTS page for updates. We also send bulletins to Perfume Society subscribers announcing new events.
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first whiffs

latest launches

We’re often asked: how can anyone keep their finger on the pulse of all that’s
happening on the perfume launch front? And we answer: keep up to speed
with this regular, comprehensive run-down, collated from the many launches
we attend and our ‘insider’ contacts in the fragrance world...
EXQUISITE ESSSENCES
Our very latest Perfume Discovery Box (priced just
£12.50 to our VIP Subscribers) showcases several new
and exciting unveilings, alongside ‘treasures’ from
existing fragrance houses, and from new-to-the-UK
names like E. Coudray and Merchant of Venice.
Among the very Latest Launches in the box, enjoy...
ANNICK GOUTAL ROSE POMPON
– see our review opposite, on p. 37
BULGARI GOLDEA – see p. 41
SALVATORE FERRAGAMO
SIGNORINA MISTERIOSA – see p. 41
WELEDA AGRUME – p. 43

THE FRAGRANCE FAMILIES
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As scentophiles know, fragrances fall into different ‘families’. So we’ve used the same classification system for launches as on
our www.perfumesociety.org website. Just look for the coloured strip above the name of the perfume, which is your visual
clue to the families. (These are listed below.) Most of us are drawn to a specific family/families: once you know which you fall
into, that colour can act as a cue – and help you take a short-cut to the ones you may want to try first…

FLO

ND
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FRESH
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AERIN
MEDITERRANEAN
HONEYSUCKLE

Alexander mcqueen
MCQUEEN PARFUM

ANNICK GOUTAL
ROSE POMPON

Honeysuckle’s something of a
‘signature’ ingredient for Aerin
Lauder: the very first fragrance she
was involved with, during her time at
Estée Lauder, was garlanded with this
sweet, so-summery flower. This is the
scent of a summer garden by the
beach, with sunny Italian bergamot
and mandarin giving way to the
richness of lily of the valley, gardenia
and jasmine sambac, as well as that
honeysuckle – just bursting with the
promise of summer to come.
From £88 for 50ml eau de parfum
esteelauder.co.uk

Hotly anticipated, McQueen Parfum is
housed in one of the most striking
bottles we’ve seen in a long time, with
its ‘feathered’ metal cape. As for the
exotic ‘juice’, McQueen designer
Sarah Burton explains: ‘I wanted this
fragrance to come from night flowers,
the kind that exude an eternal
freshness once the day is gone.’ Those
night-blooming beauties include
sambac jasmine, tuberose and ylang
ylang, given added mystery via notes
of pink pepper, clove and vetiver.
£285 50ml parfum
harrods.com

Unveiled to Perfume Society VIPs by
Camille Goutal herself at a recent
Fenwick Bond Street event, this is
Annick Goutal’s flirtiest to date: almost
sherbet-y, at first, with its flourish of
blackcurrant, raspberry and pink
pepper, leading into a delicious duo of
Ta’if and Bulgarian rose extracts
alongside peony, and a finale of cedar,
patchouli and white musk. For the first
time, Camille worked alongside
perfumer Philippine Courtière on this
fragrance; it’s joie de vivre, bottled.
£67 for 50ml eau de toilette
harveynichols.com

BARBOUR
FOR HER

BRONNLEY
ZEALOUS FLOWER

CALVIN KLEIN
ck2

More British than our love for queuing
or talking about the weather, clothing
brand Barbour – famed for their wax
jackets and Liddesdale quilt pattern
– take inspiration from the great
outdoors for their first foray into
fragrance. A fruity opening of
redcurrant is contrasted by prickly pink
pepper, flourishing into a bouquet of
rose, jasmine, and peony. Vetiver in
the base evokes hills in the rain, while
rich musk and creamy vanilla add
sophistication.
From £39 for 50ml eau de toilette
selfridges.com

Bronnley take a further leap into the
fine fragrance universe with another
strikingly-packaged creation, this time
bursting with rose and jasmine.
Actually, Zealous Flower is a study in
contrasts: light and dark, fresh and
sensual, romantic yet wild, all at once.
Adding energy to the fusion are crisp
touches of pear and sparkling
mandarin – but we’re really enjoying
the way labdanum and incense, amber
and earthy vetiver make for a ‘comehither’ conclusion…
£35 for 50ml eau de toilette
bronnley.co.uk

A new chapter for a fragrance legend,
Ck2 celebrate relationships of all
kinds, seeking to embody ‘the thrill of
life’ and highlighting ‘the diversity of
connections between two people.’
Opening unexpectedly to a fusion of
spicy wasabi and fruity mandarin,
aquatic notes then wash over a subtle
scent of rose absolute, while the base
of fresh green vetiver radiates warmth,
via incense and sandalwood. A scent
you’ll want to share with friends and
lovers, for summer memories.
From £30 for 30ml eau de toilette
debenhams.com
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CARTIER
EAU DE CARTIER

A strikingly fresh scent when first
sprayed, this mellows to a palatable
swirl of lightly-powdered violets and
delicate florals. A timeless brand,
Cartier are synonymous with sleek,
classic and stylish products – and this
bottle fits right in, from the stand-out
black lettering to the chicly clever
design of the spray function. The
amber is strengthened in the base,
while there’s the tenderest of vanilla
rounding the scent off beautifully as it
settles on the skin.
£52 for 50ml eau de parfum
houseoffraser.com

CHANEL
CHANCE EAU VIVE HAIR MIST

Eau Vive-lovers, rejoice. You can now
enjoy spritzing your favourite zesty
floral – with its cedar-iris accord and
notes of citrus, jasmine, white musks
and vetiver – in a new way. Misting
hair is one of the best ways to enjoy
a fragrance: with each subsequent
swish, scent’s released – and this
incarnation of Olivier Polge’s 2015
Chanel creation is specifically
formulated not to dry out your ‘do’,
in a size perfect for slipping into that
handbag. (Chanel 2.2 or otherwise).
£34 for 35ml parfum cheveux
boots.com

CHLOE
LOVE STORY

The story behind this is a fragrant love
affair set in Paris: a young woman
beckoning her lover forth – yet holding
him at arm’s length, cherishing her
freedom. That translates to orange
blossom and rose, given a suggestion
of carnality from jasmine stephanotis:
an effortlessly irresistible combination
grounded with smooth cedar, leaving
an unforgettable trail. Joyful, carefree:
the modern Chloe woman values her
independence far too much to be
trapped, even by love itself.
£42 for 30ml eau de parfum
debenhams.com

DIOR
J’ADORE EAU DE TOILETTE

DIOR
POISON GIRL

DIPTYQUE
EAU DE SENS

Dior’s masterful François Demachy has
worked his magic on J’Adore’s eau de
toilette – rendering it more radiant
than ever, with the sparkling addition
of Vallauris neroli and an essence of
blood orange (for an almost ‘sour
candy’ appetising touch, as he puts it).
Damascus rose and magnolia are
sweetened by vanilla, while Sri Lankan
sandalwood almost hums, in the base.
J’Adore’s adoring fans will swoon – but
we think this so-wearable, airy floral
‘eau lumière’ will seduce many more.
From £45 for 30ml eau de toilette
dior.com

Poison became the signature scent for
a generation, in the 80s. So could
Poison Girl be the same for
millennials? A gourmand, it
nonetheless avoids overly-sugary
notes, with bitter orange, voluptuous
Rosa Damascena essence and touches
of Venezuelan tonka bean (chosen for
its vanilla-almond warmth), beside tolu
balsam and Sri Lankan sandalwood. ‘It
troubles and disturbs the senses,’
insists creator François Demachy. So:
some things don’t change…
£45 for 30ml eau de parfum
boots.com

Is this the first deliberately
‘synaesthesic’ scent…? Diptyque
promise that some of us will perceive
Eau de Sens in terms of colours, while
others ‘will hear whispering voices,
taste ambrosia or feel as if they’re
nestling their noses into soft skin.’ For
us, it’s more the latter: a zoosh of
orange blossom and bitter oranges,
aromatic angelica and juniper berries
given a transparent floralcy – and
pulsing patchouli, in the nuzzleable,
almost skin-scent-like base.
From £60 for 50ml eau de toilette
diptyqueparis.com
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DKNY BE DELICIOUS
BE ELECTRIC CITRUS PULSE

DKNY BE DELICIOUS
BE ELECTRIC LOVING GLOW

DOLCE & GABBANA
DOLCE ROSA EXCELSA

With outstandingly zingy neontopped flacons, DKNY present a trio
of Be Electric limited editions looking
like apples that cool robots would
enjoy munching on. Bright and
breezy is the theme throughout, a
pop of tangy mandarin fizz and crisp
apple that’s enormously pleasing to
wear, especially on grey days when
we could all do with extra sunlight in
our lives. And we think the flacons
would make fantastic paperweights
when empty, too.
£37 for 50ml eau de toilette
theperfumeshop.com

In this second day-glo apple bottle,
Loving Glow smells utterly mouthwatering: a further delicious spin on
the fruity theme. We find it comforting
and playful, with enough tartness to
the berries to keep it from being too
sweet: a crisp play on the fruity theme.
(The last of the trio to look out for is
Be Electric Bright Crush: an energetic,
exciting fusion of bergamot,
blackcurrant bud, dewfruit, peony,
frangipani and plum in a reach-foryour-sunglasses green-capped bottle.)
£37 for 50ml eau de toilette
theperfumeshop.com

New rose notes don’t come along
every day – but this stunning, bloomtopped flacon showcases something
entirely new to us: African dog rose,
from a coastal flowering tree, the
brilliant white blooms of which attract
clouds of blood red butterflies in
springtime. Papaya flower, neroli, white
water lily, white daffodil and Turkish
rose absolute make up the bouquet,
with Cashmeran, musks and
sandalwood adding warmth and
complexity to its delicate fresh-floralcy.
From £49 for 30ml eau de parfum
debenhams.com

HERMÈS
EAU DE NÉROLI DORÉ

HERMÈS
EAU DE RHUBARBE ÉCLARTE

DONNA KARAN
LIQUID CASHMERE

Donna Karan Cashmere has been
wrapping women in luxury for 20 years,
from the sexy Black Cashmere we
donned on Friday nights to the cosier
Cashmere Mist. This latest limited
edition is just as soft, its sparkling top
of mandarin and bergamot leading to
a silky heart of jasmine and orange
flowers and a gentle base that
murmurs of vanilla, sandalwood and
musk. As cocooning as our favourite
jumper, it smells like something we
want to curl up in bed with.
£65 for 50ml eau de parfum
harrods.com

We’re utterly torn between this pair
of new Colognes, from what is now a
duo of in-house perfumers at
Hermès. Here, Jean-Claude Ellena –
the ‘elder statesman’ on the team
– allows white floral neroli to shine in
all its sunlit glory. ‘Rich, precise and
understated’, is his description – and
J-C adds: ‘Being from the
Mediterranean, I signed it with a few
strands of saffron to spice up its
story.’ Spritz generously, is our
considered advice.
£77 for 100ml eau de Cologne
houseoffraser.co.uk

We’ve been impatiently tapping our
fingers waiting for Christine Nagel’s
debut creation for Hermès, where she
now works alongside Monsieur Ellena.
This doesn’t disappoint – but let’s
quote Christine: ‘I have created a
Cologne that takes your breath away,
where its dazzling freshness belies
astonishing simplicity. Rhubarb was an
obvious choice.’ Really? But it works,
paired with lantana and white musk in
a scent that is fresh as a spring morn
– a glorious way to greet the day.
£77 for 100ml eau de Cologne
houseoffraser.co.uk
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JO MALONE LONDON
CARROT BLOSSOM & FENNEL

Not one, not two but five new
Colognes beckon you into The Herb
Garden collection. They were all
created by Anne Flipo - who tells us
she spent a great deal of time in her
own potager dreaming up what are
often innovative aromatic pairings.
Here, surprisingly sweet touches of
heritage carrot contrast with the
freshness of fennel – but what makes
this heavenly, to us, is the sublimely
suede-like refinement of iris, which
suffuses the blend.
£44 for 30ml Cologne
jomalonelondon.com

MARC JACOBS
DAISY BLUSH EDITION

Three words. Pretty. In. Pink. The
newest Daisy edition speaks of
fresh, flirty, fun. It’s a cheeky glint
in the eye of a perfect darling,
with transparent water lily and a
fruity pear opening, while the
coquettish heart brims with lily of
the valley, mimosa and
honeysuckle. Precious woods and
musk make for a gentle, warming
dry-down, while the bottle is
topped with three ‘blush’ flowers.
We’d call it vanity-table-perfect.
£54 for 50ml eau de toilette
theperfumeshop.com
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JO MALONE LONDON
NASTURTIUM & CLOVER

Sometimes, almost miraculously, a
scent can make you feel exactly as if
you’ve stepped from the heat of the
day into the shade – and that’s what’s
Ms. Flipo achieves here. We’re lying
on carpets of cool, green clover
– enjoying a little pepperiness from
rocket, and plenty of freshness, via
sparkling lemon. If you’ve a greenfingered friend who doesn’t wear
perfumes because she finds them
too ‘flowery’, you’ve probably just
nailed her new signature scent.
£44 for 30ml Cologne
jomalonelondon.com

JO MALONE LONDON
WILD STRAWBERRY &
PARSLEY

Accepting an invitation to step deeper
into the garden, you’ll encounter
touches of grandma’s greenhouse
here: tomato leaf, along with the tang
of blackcurrant. The strawberry-ness
isn’t overdone, with mossy notes
adding a wonderfully damp feel (in a
good-damp way). This is perhaps the
sweetest of the unusual quintet – but
do also check out Sorrel & Lemon
Thyme, and the most traditional of the
couplets, aromatic Lavender &
Coriander, won’t you?
£44 for 30ml Cologne
jomalonelondon.com

MARKS & SPENCER
ISLAND ESCAPE

MAYSON & CO
CRYSTAL

You’re invited to sail away with M&S
this summer, with sparkling citrus
notes of bergamot and juicy pear,
mixed with sea salt, setting out to
whisk you away to a secluded paradise
surrounded by warm, crystal-clear
water. A floral accord of rose petal at
the heart and a dry-down of driftwood
and musk create the illusion of beach
walks with flowers in your hair.
Amazingly affordable, too: use your
leftover pennies to book your flight.
(Just add flip flops!)
From £8.50 for 25ml eau de toilette
marksandspencer.com

There are some fragrances that almost
seem addictive as soon as you spray
them, which work for any time of the
year and no matter what your mood
may be. And Mayson & Co report to
us that Crystal is proving highly
popular. A delicious mix of
blackcurrant pepped-up by pepper
and freshened by neroli is your first
‘hit’ - but we think it’s the creamy
sandalwood, almond, Madagascan
vanilla and amber base that really
invites repeated spritzing.
£145 for 80ml eau de parfum
maysonandco.com

MIN NEW YORK
CHEF’S TABLE

MOLTON BROWN LILY OF THE
VALLEY & STAR ANISE

NINA RICCI
NINA POP

Always innovative, the über-cool
concept store’s second volume of
‘Scent Stories’ is witty yet highly
wearable. We adore the evocative
smell of tomato leaf, used temptingly
here with basil and bergamot to
recreate a fabulously herbaceous
side-salad of scent ingredients. Far
more glamorous than it may at first
sound, the iris, rose and ambergris
are ingeniously balanced to make this
a definite dish of the day, no matter
what the season.
£200 for 75ml eau de parfum
At Harvey Nichols

Molton Brown’s newest takes one of
perfumery’s most-loved floral notes,
giving a hint-of-spice twist via star
anise to take it beyond mere prettyprettiness. The muguet swirls around
magnolia and peony, in the floral
heart, with touches of ylang ylang,
white musk and sandalwood
enhancing the staying power of this
will o’ the wisp bloom. Pleasingly,
being Molton Brown, there’s a
companion collection of bodycare for
layering on the spring-like loveliness.
£39 for 50ml eau de toilette
moltonbrown.co.uk

Incredibly, it’s 10 years since perfumer
Olivier Cresp created this Nina Ricci
scent. Now in a pop-art inspired bottle
by French artist Coco, it’s still bursting
with life and joyfulness. Crisply fruity,
tempered with twists of toffee-apple
sweetness, Nina Pop’s heart is virtually
fizzing with vibrant flowers and citrus.
A softly musky finale calms the spirits
– and this would make an especially
lovely gift for a young lady just
embarking on her perfume
adventures, we feel.
£42 for 50ml eau de toilette
johnlewis.com

PARFUMERIE GÉNÉRALE
BOUQUET MASSAÏ 10.1

PENHALIGON’S
EQUINOX BLOOM

SALVATORE FERRAGAMO
SIGNORINA MISTERIOSA

Are you familiar with karo karounde, as
a perfume a note: smells like
chocolate, apparently used in ancient
sex rituals…? With such sensual
claims, there’s much to live up to – but
this definitely does: an exuberant
rewriting of the original Parfumerie
Générale Aomassai scent, in which
karo karounde is joined by waxy white
magnolia and a blowsy yet delicate
peony note for a fruity-floral take on
coffee woodiness. Dry, slightly bitter,
it’s an all-day wrist-sniffer for sure.
£55 For 30ml eau de parfum
bloomperfume.co.uk

One of several Latest Launches
fragrances which feature in our new
Exquisite Essences Discovery Box,
this is Penhaligon’s first foray into
gourmand territory – and inspired by
the tradition of a British afternoon
tea. Notes of Chantilly, brown sugar
and frangipani steep alongside
violet leaves, orange blossom and
jasmine – but the Oriental pay-off
(Siamese benzoin and Ambrox) will
escort you beautifully to dinner and
dancing.
From £93 for 50ml eau de parfum
penhaligons.com

Almost effeverscent notes of wild
blackberry and neroli in the top
quickly submit to a seductive heart of
orange blossom and tuberose, here,
while the gourmand base of black
vanilla mousse in Salvatore
Ferragamo’s latest unveiling
completely and utterly enchants in its
finale. It’s an evening scent for
confident and mysterious girls with
secrets to tell... Another new ‘find’
that you can preview - and fall for - via
our latest Discovery Box.
From £42 for 30ml eau de parfum
debenhams.com
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SERGE LUTENS
L’EAU DE PAILLE

We always look forward to a press
release from Lutens – abstract poems,
almost, they emphasise the emotions
of the scent rather than explaining
what it smells like. Having sniffed, we
concur with the ‘stalks tangled in his
hair’ imagery of a blonde paramour
having been rumpled on the riverbanks
(supplying our own fantasies, here).
Vetiver lends earthy sweetness to fresh
citrus and an overall bone-dry
Cologne-esque feel settling down to a
whisper of cold incense.
£67 for 50ml eau de parfum
harrods.com

TED BAKER
OLIVIA

Another gorgeous girl added by
Ted to his Sweet Treats line-up,
Olivia is charmingly flirtatious: a
really rather adorable blend of fruits
and florals, starting with a vibrant
blood orange and grapefruit
accord. She leads onto a
blossoming heart of jasmine and
iris, while the base envelops with
powdery musk and cedarwood. As
ever, the dinky 10ml size makes
herself at home in any handbag – a
perfect travel accessory, too.
£15 for 10ml eau de toilette
boots.com
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SHAY & BLUE
ENGLISH CHERRY BLOSSOM

Soft and romantic, this suede-like
floral opens with pink cherry
blossoms and uplifting
bergamot. A sweet heart of black
cherries and rich base of smooth
cherry wood narrates a story in
the first flushes of love and
fleeting romance. Hand-poured
into the icy blue and gold
finished bottles that Shay & Blue
are known for, it’s delicate and
feminine – just perfect for longer
spring days.
From £30 for 30ml eau de toilette
shayandblue.com

TED BAKER
GRACE

Grace – as with all of Ted Baker’s
Sweet Treats – was inspired by the
fashion brand’s Sweet Shoppe
pop-up accessories stores, and is
the girliest of girls at heart.
Opening with fresh notes that
seamlessly blend to rose, jasmine
and muguet, her decadent base of
vanilla will satisfy even the
sweetest tooth. (We love to give
Sweet Treats to teens whose eyes
– and noses – are opening to
perfume’s joys.)
£15 for 10ml eau de toilette
boots.com

TERRY DE GUNZBURG
THE GLACÉ

THIERRY MUGLER
LES EXCEPTIONS
ORIENTAL EXPRESS

As cooling and refreshing as – mais
oui! - a glass of iced tea, Terry’s
newest is refreshing yet seriously
sophisticated, too: perfect ‘daywear’, for just as soon as the weather
warms up a touch. A ‘crisp white shirt’
of a scent, it steeps verbena with
black tea and grapefruit, lavender
and white florals, while another tea
note – from maté – infuses the base,
together with musk and mosses.
(Read the The Rare Tea Lady’s
thoughts on this on p.20.)
£107 for 100ml eau de parfum
selfridges.com

In the utterly stunning Les Exceptions
collection, the creators of Angel and
Alien revisit the classic fragrances
families – from Chypre to fougère,
floral to leather. This? Just the most
perfect, exquisitely sumptuous
Oriental. Traditional notes of vanilla
and creamy sandalwood are joined by
basil and carrot seed extract for an
‘edge’ – but it totally works. And we
say: a pilgrimage to Harrods (where
they’re exclusively available) to smell
all six for yourself is absolutely worth it.
£135 for 80ml eau de parfum
harrods.com

TOM FORD
NEROLI PORTOFINO ACQUA

TOM FORD
NEROLI PORTOFINO FORTE

WELEDA
JARDIN DE VIE AGRUME

Could quintessential Cologne Neroli
Portofino get any lovelier? We say: ‘si!’
- and here are two fragrances to prove
it. This incarnation – Acqua – sees
Neroli Portofino made even more
dazzlingly clear and sparkling,
conjuring up images of sun-kissed,
silk-headscarved blondes steering Riva
speedboats through azure waters
around rocky Italian headlands. Just
smell the outdoorsy citrus-and-amber
brightness – and tell us if that isn’t
what comes to mind!
£95 for 50ml eau de toilette
johnlewis.com

You love Neroli Porfotino? Prepare to
fall truly, madly, deeply for this, too: a
rich, intense concentration of what has
become one of perfumery’s most
popular Colognes. The airy flowers in
its sun-drenched Mediterranean heart
go from posy to giant bouquet, while
coastal Italian woods and leather add
boldness and opulence. Everything
you want a Cologne to be, with all the
invigoration – but with a turbocharged staying power. Less sunrise,
more sunset, as a result.
£195 for 50ml eau de parfum
harrods.com

Known for their highly fragrant organic
skin and bodycare products, Weleda
now launch their very first personal
fragrance collection: ‘Jardin de Vie’.
With three scents tantalising the
senses, Agrume is the fruitiest by far.
Upliftingly plumptious, the grapefruit
and mandarin sparkle on the skin as
soon as you spritz, making this a
must-have to grab and spray when
you need some va-va-voom and a
spring in your step. (This time of year,
that may be every day.)
£19.95 for 50ml eau de Cologne
weleda.co.uk

WELEDA
JARDIN DE VIE GRENADE

WELEDA
JARDIN DE VIE ROSE

YSL
BLACK OPIUM NUIT BLANCHE

‘Grenade’ is actually ‘grenadine’ –
and the bottle for this all-natural
creation is appropriately Tequila
Sunrise-like. With each of this trio
echoing a much-loved Weleda
skincare collection, here it’s the turn
of pomegranate – transporting us ‘to
an exotic Persian garden’. After a
burst of orange, Oriental davana and
vanilla add layers of mystery: it’s
definitely the headiest of the three,
enveloping the senses with its
feminine allure.
£19.95 for 50ml eau de Cologne
weleda.co.uk

Like stepping inside a rose bush
(without the thorns): sheer rose,
uplifting in its pureness, in which
Rosa Damascena is beautifully
blended with rose geranium and
rounded off with a little ylang ylang
for good measure. There’s a touch
of bergamot at the top and
cedarwood at the base but really
the rose is star of the show. So if
you’re looking to get lost in a bed
of roses, Weleda has one just
waiting for you.
£19.95 for 50ml natural parfum
weleda.co.uk

During Paris’s ‘Nuit Blanche’, the
city never sleeps – instead,
partying in the streets, enjoying art
installations, live music, creative
merriment (and often, romance).
This latest addition to YSL’s
blockbuster line celebrates the
sensuality and excitement of that
‘endless night’ with a white coffee
accord, opulent white florals and a
base of white musk, powered from
the glimmering dark bottle on an
adrenaline-rush of aldehydes.
£45 for 30ml eau de parfum
yslbeauty.co.uk
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the men’s room

ACQUA DI PARMA
CEDRO DI TAORMINA

A glorious olfactory tribute to the
hillside resort town of Taormina in
Sicily, Acqua di Parma’s new offering
evokes a walk from the wild beach,
through the citron groves, and up to
the smoking volcano that sits atop
this idyllic destination. The top
bursts with that intense citron,
petitgrain and soft aromas of basil.
Lavender and a zesty black pepper
lead on to an earthy, calming vetiver.
Close your eyes, and open them to
sun-soaked Italy.
£61 for 75ml eau de toilette
johnlewis.com

BYREDO
SUPER CEDAR

Pencil shavings a-go-go, Nordic log
cabins (and slightly less glamorously,
those cedar blocks which work so
well to protect cashmere). If – like us
– you love the scent of all of those,
you’ll want to add this to your
collection, which delivers what
BYREDO promise is ‘swirls of vibrant
wood’ in a refined blend alongside a
touch of rose petal, musk and
Haitian vetiver, which accents its
woodsiness. Super by name – and it
absolutely is.
From £90 for 50ml eau de parfum
byredo.com
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BARBOUR
FOR HIM

The Barbour man comes in all shapes
and sizes: from the archetypal farmer,
to young city boys - and who could
forget Daniel Craig as James Bond in
‘Skyfall’…? Here’s something to
please all of them, with grapefruit and
cool cardamom kissed by black
peppercorns and enveloped by a
warm heart of clary sage, cinnamon
and violet leaves. An intense base of
vetiver, sandalwood, patchouli,
amber, tonka and musk clinches its
rugged charm.
from £39 for 50ml eau de toilette
selfridges.com

CARVEN
L’EAU INTENSE

Composed by Francis Kurkdjian’s
apprentice Jérôme Di Marino
alongside the great perfumer himself,
this is a perfect harmony of fresh and
spicy. The fantastically frosty opening
is counterweighted by a whispered
smokiness. Cardamom, ginger and
amber underpin the base, yet nothing
dominates. A clever collaboration
between two talented perfumers – and
so right for those Carven guys who
wear sharp suits with cool sneakers,
who we just adore.
£35 for 30ml eau de toilette
selfridges.com

BOTTEGA VENETA
POUR HOMME ESSENCE
AROMATIQUE

Still incapable of putting a loafer-ed
foot wrong, fragrance-wise, the
Italian leather brand – steered by
Creative Director Thomas Maier
– delivers sheer masculine casual
elegance with every splash of this
Cologne. Perfumer Amandine Marie
juxtaposes citrus, woody and
aromatic elements: Italian bergamot,
Indonesian patchouli and a Siberian
accord which echoes the original
Pour Homme. Enjoy its enduring
breeziness, as the day wears on.
From £52 for 50ml eau de Cologne
harrods.com

D.S. & DURGA
BOSTON IVY

Green, green green! Though this
doesn’t actually smell of ‘an ivy-clad
Boston brownstone’ to us: it’s rather
damply mossy with English ivy moss,
hops, green pepper and a very
naturalistic ‘earth-dirt’ accord, with
bitter flashes of galbanum tempered
and softened by the warmth of resins
in the base. It’s one of our favourites
from the Brooklyn-based coolsters
duo D.S. & Durga, just landed here:
head to East Dulwich’s Roullier White
to ensure your finger’s on the pulse.
£98 for 50ml
roullierwhite.com

EDITIONS DE PARFUMS
FREDERIC MALLE
MONSIEUR

FERRARI
MAN IN RED

ISSEY MIYAKE L’EAU D’ISSEY
POUR HOMME FRAÎCHE

After a ‘showcase’ day for patchouli in
Paris, we predicted over a year ago
that this ingredient was poised to take
centre-stage again, shaking off its
hippie image via interesting
contemporary interpretations. Bruno
Jovanovic here strips away the earthy,
almost chocolate-y nuances of
patchouli, leaving a subtle bare-bones
dry woodiness. Rum, mandarin, vanilla
and musk are notes also listed – but
truly, this is one for the man who likes
his patchouli on the rocks.
From £120 for 50ml eau de parfum
lessenteurs.com

The double-lacquer finish in RossoCorso red with sleekly curving lines is
clue enough to the brand behind the
scent: there can surely be no
mistaking Ferrari design from any
distance. The new glass bottle houses
a fragrance that’s mouthwatering with
bergamot and ripe red apple in the
top notes, full-on fruit with golden
plum with cardamom in the heart and
drying down to a sophisticated
back-to-front Cologne vibe in the
lavandin-cedar and labdanum base.
£39 for 50ml eau de toilette
houseoffraser.co.uk

By perfumer Christophe Raynaud,
one of those scents that seems full of
fresh air – refreshingly cool and
invigorating from the first spray.
White patchouli isn’t often
encountered: a breezily soft accord
that removes the signature earthiness
to maintain a spacious feeling.
Grapefruit and bergamot mixed with
herbaceous notes form the real
character here, though, with a soft
heart of May rose and pink pepper to
cushion the soul.
£41 for 50ml eau de toilette
houseoffraser.co.uk

LE GALION
COLOGNE

LE GALION
COLOGNE NOCTURNE

THAMEEN
REGENT LEATHER

Le Galion is one of the most intriguing
‘phoenix’ houses of the past few years:
vintage scents have been reworked for
the millennium, while others are new.
Here, Rodrigo Flores-Roux imagines a
meeting between Le Galion founder
Paul Vacher and himself over a cocktail
and a cigar in the shade of
blossoming orange trees, on a late
summer’s afternoon – evoked via
bitter orange, orange blossom,
juniper, clary sage, honeysuckle and
green galbanum. Sublime.
£125 for 125ml eau de Cologne
At Liberty

Traditionally, Colognes are splashed
on for daytime refreshment: an
interplay of citrus, lavender, thyme,
rosemary over touches of of amber to
soften the bracing edges. Here,
perfumer Rodrigo Flores-Roux
reverses the composition, adding an
overdose of warm, smoochy amber
alongside patchouli, cedar and
rosewood (and those essential
Cologne aromatics), to create a
fragrance for the evening and beyond,
into the night.
£125 for 125ml eau de Cologne
At Liberty

Ever smelled the inside of a Rolls
Royce…? Thameen seek to chauffeur
us into a world of utter luxury via this
perfumed partnership with the Rolls
Royce Owner’s Club. ‘Regent’ refers to
a gemstone – The Regent Diamond,
considered the finest in the world,
continuing Thameen’s tradition of
choosing a rare jewel as inspiration for
each new scent. ‘Leather’ speaks –
maybe purrs – for itself, recreating the
most luxurious interior via spices and
resins. A smooth ride indeed.
£195 for 50ml eau de parfum
selfridges.com
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it takes me right back
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For Thomas Dunckley – a.k.a. The
Candy Perfume Boy – the aroma from
Cool Original Doritos really is the
next-best-thing to a time machine

“

As a child I lived in a small
Bedfordshire village with fewer
working transport links than a remote
mountainside dwelling in Tibet. During
the summer holidays my siblings and
I, bored from bickering with each other
and annoying our parents, would seek
adventures, fun and mischief in all of our
hidden places in and around our homestead.
We weren’t feral as such, but we were free to
roam the countryside, staying out all day and
rocking up, knees scraped and hair ruffled,
just in time for supper.
We’d climb the trees in our
garden, pretending that they were
a make-shift radio station (we were
nothing if not imaginative) and turned
the sofas into a fort – a camp that
my elder siblings banned me from
entering, I should add with a mere
hint of bitterness. But when we had
exhausted all possibilities within
the house and more importantly,
pestered our parents beyond their
patience, we would be packed off
to the swimming pool. By ‘packed
off’, I mean ushered off on our bikes
with an open invitation to return at
some point later in the day, i.e. when
we had tired ourselves out and were ready to behave like
civilised members of society. We were such scamps.
Off on our bikes we would go, single file all the way
along the country roads until we reached the lido in the next
village over. This was an outdoor pool situated just next to a
gigantic cricket pitch in the idyllic village of Eversholt, only
a stone’s throw from Woburn Abbey. We would arrive hot
and sweaty, eager to dunk ourselves in the pool for some
refreshment. We would swim until we were prunes, then run
around the cricket pitch to dry off in the sun, repeating the
process until we were kicked out at the end of the day.
The best part of the experience though was not the
swimming itself, no Sir; the pinnacle of our pool adventure
was the pool’s tuck shop, which sold – among many other
things – Strawberry Splits, Panda Pops (there’s nothing

quite like bright blue fizzy drinks to fire you
up and/or destroy your insides) and orange
Calippos. On good days our parents
would bribe us with some pocket money,
providing us with the funds required for a
serious level of post-swimming treats. It
was awesome.
The holy grail of food items at the
local pool was the then-exotic Cool
Original flavoured Doritos. Having
only launched in the UK in 1994, these
strange tortilla trips felt like the most
on-trend snack of the time and we
simply could not get enough of them.
Opening a fresh pack now takes me
right back to those halcyon summer
days spent at the local pool. I can smell
the chlorine, the plastic pool covers, the
freshly-cut grass of the cricket ground
and our warm sweaty brows, dewy from
an exhilarating bike ride that would feel
much more of an effort today than it
did back then. We’d munch our Doritos
and throw ourselves back in the pool,
faces and fingers stained orange, but
without a care in the world. It was back
to dunking each other and practicing
underwater somersault – and to quote
a popular ‘90s phrase, the whole
experience was pretty ‘radical’.
These tortilla chips are more than just a tasty treat to
me; they are small bags of scented memory. Cool Original
Doritos take me back to a time where worry didn’t exist and
where each day felt like a new adventure waiting to happen.
The cool, sour and salty smell of those crisps are a reminder
of the happiest part of my childhood, a time that can only
be revisited now as whiffs and wafts of a memory. In this
crazy, stressful and responsibility-filled adult world I regularly
crack open a pack of the Cool Original marvels simply as
a way to go back in time for a few blissful moments. (Also
because I am hungry and I have no self control when it
comes to savoury snacks.)
Two decades later and they still taste pretty darn
good, I must say.
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“ These tortilla
chips are more than
just a tasty treat to
me – they are small
bags of scented
memory”
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